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QUALITY EDUCATION AND AT RISK STUDENTS
Brad Greene
Shay Ie Uroff

Editor's Comment
This issue marks the completion of ten years of publication.
As I trace the
growth and development of the Journal, [ can't help but note the increasing quality
and diversity of articles. This issue is no exception. The first section deals with
school-based applications of RT /CT. The article by GREENE/UROFFserves
as an
excellent introduction
to the Quality School described by Glasser. The article by
WIGLE/DUDLEY
provides an extension of the same concepts. The article by
McFADDEN
provides an illustration
from Australia.
Finally, the article by
HOGLUND
builds a clear relationship between the principles of Deming and the
concepts of RT ICT as applied in education.
The

second

section

provides a variety of theoretical/practical
pictures of
presents a thoughtful analysis of one of the components of
total behavior. The articles by KITCHEN and FANELLi describe two important
counseling applications with individuals in crisis. SMADI applies control theory to
the marriage relationship.
The article by IADELUCA-MYRIANTHIS
describes a
unique application
of RT. WUBBOLDING
continues his series of articles on
professional
issues. Finally, FREEMAN
draws an interesting
parallel between
emotional and physical nutrition.
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The first author is principal of Apollo Continua/ion
School in Simi Valley,
California.
The second author is an educational consultant and retired school
administrator in Chatsworth, California.

Apollo High School, located in the Simi Valley Unified School District,
in Southern California, provides an alternative educational program for atrisk secondary students - students who have not succeeded in a traditional
high school environment.
Since its inception in 1966, the staff has
structured the school around the needs of students. Apollo High School was
one of the first schools in the nation to become a member of Glasser's
Quality School Consortium. The school has completed the first two steps of
this four phase program.
For the past two years, Dr. William Glasser, author of Control Theory
in the Classroom, has been meeting with the staff on a regular basis to share
his ideas and concepts. The staff has found that Control Theory provides an
effective framework
for working with the affective needs of at-risk
students. Glasser's control theory postulates that all human behavior is
based on the individual's attempt to satisfy five generic needs - survival,
belonging, power, freedom and fun. He stresses that at-risk students do not
have positive pictures of school or learning in their heads and until they do
they will not work in school. It is the job of teachers and administrators
to
structure the school environment so that the basic needs of students are
addressed.
One of the most common characteristics of at-risk students is low selfesteem. When schools help at-risk students to see themsevles as capable,
worthwhile and valued, they go a long ways to address and ameliorate this
most pervasive problem in public education. A common misconception
among educators is the belief that achievement produces self-esteem. The
staff at Apollo High School believes just the opposite - self-esteem produces

achievement.
It's hard to believe this is a school for 400 at-risk students. As you talk
to students and staff you begin to get clues as to what makes Apollo unique.
This is not a traditional high school with its myriad of rules made and
enforced from top to bottom. At Apollo, students help to establish the rules
and share in the responsibility to see that they are followed. In most high
schools students are perceived to be the major source of problems - at
Apollo it is perceived that the system is till: major source of problems and
the solution is to improve the program with the help of the students.
All teachers at Apollo have over 300 hours of staff development in
learning styles, group process, communication
skills, classroom management techniques, effective discipline methods and problem solving skills. In
the summer of 1990 they received four and a half day's training in Reality
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Therapy Techniques from Bob Hoglund, trainer for the Institute of Reality
Therapy. They are heavily involved in learning to become what Dr. Glasser
has termed lead-managers
as opposed to boss-managers.
Lead-managers
involve students in the learning process while building a relationship. Bossmanagers set standards, tell rather than show how, and rely heavily on
rewards and punishment (coercion) to control students.
For students new to Apollo, the initial approach is to help them see
themselves in a positive light. This approach is not past-oriented. The students' case histories are not dredged up and analyzed. The approach is
present-future
oriented - students are accepted as they are and as they can
become with the right help and understanding.
If students are to build their self-esteem they need to experience the
four A's - Attention, Acceptance, Appreciation
and Affection. Students
can get attention in either negative or positive ways - at-risk students usually
take the former. Students need to be accepted as they are - not excused for
nor to hide their past behaviors - they should be given a fresh start. Students
need to be appreciated for their positive abilities and characteristics.
Students need to be shown affection. Love and belonging is one of the most
powerful forces in helping others.
At Apollo developing self-esteem is seen as a dynamic process. This
process can be visualized in the shape of a pyramid. In the center are the
four 'A's - the building blocks of self-esteem. The base or foundation of the
pyramid is our perceptions of ourselves, and the extent to which we demonstrate the four 'A's to ourselves. Individuals with high self-esteem see
themselves as being capable, worthwhile and valued. Because they have a
positive perception of themselves they are able to demonstrate,
through
their behavior, Attention, Acceptance, Appreciation and Affection towards
others - which is the second dimension of the pyramid. The third dimension
of the self-esteem pyramid focuses on the perceptions people have of us and
how they treat us. When we respect ourselves and treat others with respect
they in turn will demonstrate respect for us. It is the dynamic interaction
among this triad "For Self" "Towards and From Others" - that become
need-fulfilling making it possible for all three dimensions to be broadened
and strengthened.
In his most recent book, The Quality School: Managing Students
Without Coercion * Glasser addresses the cognitive domain and provides an
operational approach to improve the academic performance of students.
According to Glasser, students will not work hard unless they can see there
is quality in what they are asked to do. Furthermore,
the vast majority of
students have never engaged in quality work at school or have the vaguest
idea of what constitutes a quality education.
This article will describe some quality education strategies used at
Apollo in dealing with high-risk students. The focus will be on improving
the students' self-esteem through the use of the four' A's, the application of
Control Theory with the techniques of Reality Therapy and the use of Lead·Dr. Glasser
School.

has dedicated

his book

to Brad Greene,

the staff and students

of Apollo
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Techniques

to enable students

quality academic

The "A-Team"
Chronic attendance problems are endemic to at-risk students. At Apollo
everyone is involved in generating solutions to this daily dilemma. The
Principal has organized teams of students to make house calls on their peers
who have been identified as persistent attendance problems.
It is not unusual for a startled student and his parents to have three
fellow students and the Principal appear at his house early in the morning to
urge him to attend. These attendance
teams are comprised of peer
counselors whose presence provides a powerful motivator for students to
change their dysfunctional behavior.
In analyzing the effectiveness of this unique approach it is apparent
that all the students involved felt they belonged at Apollo. They were not
just a physical part of the school, they were emotionally involved with its
operation. The fact that their classmates and Principal came to their house,
demonstrated to students their caring concern for them as individuals with a
problem. The fact that the Principal sought out the students' classmates to
help out in this situation, demonstrated to them that they could be a part of
the solution - a real revelation to those at-risk students.
This approach also shows how students can satisfy their need for power
- one of the five basic needs in the Control Theory model. Power in this
sense refers to the need for all humans to feel they are important; that their
ideas and suggestions are valued. The students' classmates were empowered
by the Principal, which is an example of "lead-management"
as opposed to
"boss management".
Student Based Decision Making
The cornerstone of Apollo is the direct involvement of students in the
decision making process. Their involvement is not limited to peripheral
areas, as in most secondary schools i.e. fund raising, dances, social clubs,
but encompasses issues related to school governance.
The vehicle for school involvement is the leadership class and the team
meetings. Students are screened and selected by teachers to participate in
the leadership classes. Participants include students who truly represent the
range of abilities found at the school - from natural leaders to the shy and
introverted students who would not normally be included in a leadership
group. Popularity is not a criterion - there is no voting. There are no
officers within the leadership class. All students are encouraged to develop
their leadership ability to the fullest extent possible.
The leadership class, with input from staff and students, develops the
agendas for the meetings. Each month the entire student body is divided
into five teams. Each team is led by members of the leadership class and
staff personnel. The results of the group's actions are used to arrive at
schoolwide decisions on important issues and concerns. Examples of some
recent decisions include:
5
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•

Budget - The students and staff agreed on budget allocations
discretionary monies
that the funds should
The students drafted
which included good

•

for some
given to the school by the district. It was decided
be used for instructional supplies and field trips.
guidelines for participating in field trip activities
attendance and acceptable academic performance.

Graffiti - In order to deal with a chronic problem of graffiti on school
buildings, the students decided to design and paint murals. An action
plan was developed including purchasing necessary supplies, assigning
student labor and an agreed upon completion date. Since the murals
were painted Apollo has had the lowest incidence of graffiti problems
in the district.

•

Substance Abuse Problems - Several years ago in order to cope with the
problems of substance abuse, the staff with student input developed a
Student Assistance Program.
This brought the resources of various
community programs on the campus. Initially these services were made
available on a pullout basis for students requesting help. Because of the
success of this on-campus
resource these programs were eventually
organized as classes for which students receive credit.

•

•

needs of belonging, power and fun. The Apollo Community
Service
Program is a credit-based activity. Students spend a minimum of 60 hours
per semester and receive five units of credit. Participating
students are
required to complete a series of assignments including self-esteem worksheets, anecdotal records of work assignments and a self evaluation form.
The program is coordinated
by a certificated teacher. Students have to
apply to participate and are carefully screened. Those students selected are
the ones who have adjusted to the school and have begun to feel good about
themselves. It is important that the foundation for a positive self-esteem has
been laid and the student is ready to reach out towards others and be
receptive to feelings of appreciation from others. The following three community service programs have proven to be successful and very popular with
students:

•

Tutoring - Students can work in three kinds of settings - regular K-6
classes, deaf and hard of hearing classes and orthopedically
handicapped classes. The tasks include one-on-one tutoring, small group
reinforcement activities and clerical support for the teacher. As a result
of participating in this activity, the students become more motivated to
improve their own academic skill so that they are better prepared to
help their charges. Participating teachers reported that they had seen
evidence of improved self esteem in the student tutors as well as the
children being tutored.

•

Kindergarten playhouses - The industrial

•

Senior Citizen Outreach - Students work in a senior citizen community

Substance Abuse Education - The students

organize teams to prepare
and present programs on drug education for students in a neighboring
elementary school. Students use their own personal experiences with
substance abuse to put the message across to the younger students. The
elementary school principal reported that the presentations were the
most important drug education activity the students have experienced.

Behavior Problems - Because the staff at Apollo over the years has
focused on building students' self-esteem through the application of the
four 'A's and the use of Control Theory there are very few on-campus
discipline problems. At Apollo the rules of conduct can fit on less than
half a page. The school does not use coercion to maintain control. Although these are at risk students, fighting is a rare event. As an example
of a lead-management
technique, the students and staff developed a
rule that deals with abusive behavior which is worded as follows:
"Abusiveness is not acceptable at Apollo, either physically or verbally.
At Apollo we work out our differences through problem solving where
no-one gets hurts or loses and both parties are winners." When schools
involve students in the solution to campus problems, they give a very
potent message. They are saying to students that this is your school, not
just an institution run by teachers and administrators.
In addition, they
have dramatically satisfied the students' needs of belonging, power,
freedom and fun.

arts teacher has organized a
unique program that provides playhouses for kindergarten classes. The
houses are planned and constructed by students. Requests for playhouses are solicited from both public and private schools in the
community. The instructor reports that the experience has not only
heightened student interest in woodworking
skills but provides an
opportunity to use their skills in a real life situation.

convalescent home. They are involved in activities related to the care
and treatment of elderly patients. Participants
report that they have
derived a great deal of personal satisfaction from this activity.
A major outcome of the community service program has been its impact
on student attendance. There has been a dramatic improvement in school
attendance by students involved in this program. A second major outcome
has been the positive feedback from those they have served. This
affirmation of their worth has strengthened their self-esteem.

to help improve their teaching skills. The
taping crews to meet the request of the

The students are so excited about this program that for the past several
years they have been conducting a fund raising campaign to purchase a
minibus to provide transportation
to the work sites. With the help of a local
service group they were successful. At the June 1990 Graduation Ceremony
the minibus was presented to the school. This will now allow the school to
expand its community service program.

The Apollo staff has found that an active community service program is
an effective means for developing students' self-esteem and to meet their

Here are some examples of the kinds of unsolicited comments that have
been reported by students participating in the Community Service Program:
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•

Video Taping - The staff expressed a need to video tape instructional
activities
students
teachers.

Community

in the classroom
organized video
Service Program

"Building a playhouse for kindergartners was difficult but when I got
their illustrated thank you notes I felt great. I hung them in my
bedroom".
"Being a teacher's
aide and tutoring fifth graders is the best
experience I have had in school. They gave me a party when I left. I
couldn't believe it!".

product of recognizable
quality. These letters become part of the
student's portfolio upon graduation. The intent is to demonstrate the
students writing competencies to future employees and/or educational
institutions.
•

"The lady I helped at the convalescent home said she looked forward
to my coming each week - and she meant it! No one has ever looked
forward to seeing me."
Quality Work
The hardest job the Apollo staff has had to deal with is to address the
academic needs of at-risk students. Alternative schools very often fall into a
pattern of focusing on the psychoemotional
needs of their students.
Many programs for at-risk students expend an inordinate amount of
time and effort on some of the problems these students bring with them
-dysfunctional
families,
substance
abuse, medical needs, etc. These
problems need to be addressed but schools should not use the existence of
these conditions to abrogate or dilute their basic purpose. Education not
rehabilitation is the primary mission of schools.
Apollo has embraced Dr. Glasser's concept of a qualty school - a place
where student's engage in quality work and where school has become a part
of the student's quality world. Although this appears to be a simple concept
with high face validity, it is an extremely difficult goal to reach. Students
who attend Apollo want to be there - an essential precondition to dealing
with their academic needs. In an attempt to bridge the chasm between
"being at school" to doing "quality work in school" we have begun to
restructure the program and develop more effective strategies to address the
academic needs of at-risk students. Some examples of these strategies
include:

•

As the Apollo staff continues to struggle with the concept of quality
work, it becomes apparent
that 10 operationalize
this approach
the
following four conditions must be pursued:
1. The staff must concentrate
students using the four 'A's.
2.

on developing

the self-esteem

of

The staff must master, internalize
and apply control theory
principles and reality therapy techniques in dealings with students.
In addition, they need to help students to acquire and use this
approach in their own lives.

3. The staff must embrace and use Lead-Management
techniques so
that school continues
to be a non-coercive
needs satisfying
experience for students.
4.

The staff must concentrate
academic needs of students.

their

major

efforts

towards

There is some hard evidence that the Apollo approach is making
difference with at-risk students. Some recent findings include:
•

Student

Survey

the
a

1985-88

Performance based competencies - Teachers in each subject area have
Problem

developed performance
based competencies and expectancies for graduating seniors. Students must demonstrate their ability to perform these
competencies on request. This use of authentic assessment techniques is
an attempt to move away from the more popular objective multiple
choice types of tests that tend to have a deleterious effect on the
educational progress. It is interesting to note that Glasser has been
advocating this approach for several years in his books and workshops.

•

Student Essays - The emphasis on writing skills was the impetus for an
unexpected bonus. With some persuasion from a gifted teacher of
English, a group of students wrote, edited, printed and published a
book of essays. Although this is certainly not an unusual activity for
students in a regular high school, it is an accomplishment
for at-risk
secondary students. There was no doubt in the minds of the students
and staff that the essays were of a high quality.

Writing/Word Processing Skills - State and national assessment studies
have indicated that the ability to write is a skill that has been sadly
neglected in education. Dr. Glasser felt that the staff should focus on
upgrading writing skills and proposed an approach to address this need.
As a result, at Apollo, all graduating seniors must demonstrate their
writing skills on a word processor by composing three types of letters informational,
persuasion and personal. The judgment of the quality of
the letters is based on a collaborative evaluation process between the
teacher and the student and involves multiple revisions to produce a

•

Areas

Entering

Students

Continuing
78%

Students

improved

attendance

Attendance

80"70 missed over 70"70
of their classes

Performance

60% failed two or more
86"70 graduated
classes - 50"70 were working 2 or more grade levels
below their ability

Drug Usage

80"70 used drugs on a
weekly basis

20""/0 used drugs on a
weekly basis. (This figure
lowers each year)

Probation

30% were on probation

5% becomes
figure

the new

Proficiency
Testing - Between 1986-89 one hundred fifty students
graduated from Apollo. Of that number, only one failed to pass the
district proficiency standards in reading, mathematics
and written
expression including a writing sample.
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•

Graduates - At the present time the school is conducting a foliowup
survey of Apollo graduates for the past ten years. A sample of some of
the more successful graduates includes the following:
• A Ph.D. candidate in English Literature at Louisiana State University
(This former student has published more than twenty stories and
poems, some of which he has sent to Apollo for use with students.)
• A Second Grade Teacher.
• A Probation
ed Apollo.)

Officer (This student was on probation

• A Police Officer
Department.)

(Currently

• The Head of Data Processing
Barbara.
• An Engineer

(Graduate

working

when he attend-

in the Juvenile

Delinquency

at the University of California

of the University

at Santa

• Quality work will be the only accepted minimum
dent assignments.

standard

for stu-

The staff and students firmly believe that students who receive quality
teaching in a quality environment
with quality relationships,
stressing
acceptance, affection, appreciation and attention, and who are expected to
work hard and do their best, will produce quality work. They will also
acquire proficiency in the basic skills, become prompt and regular in their
attendance,
thus enabling them to attain a high school diploma. They
further recognize that a quality education will make possible quality career
choice and a quality life.
To reinforce the school mission in the minds of students, a summary of
this mission statement can be found displayed on wall posters throughout
the school. In addition all students have been given this summary on a
wallet sized card.

of Santa Cruz.)
Summary

When the Apollo staff met with Dr. Glasser just prior to the opening of
school, he suggested that they develop a school mission statement. He said
the mission statement should reflect both the thinking of students and staff
and should incorporate the concept of "quality work". Over a period of
several weeks meetings were held with students, and the following mission
statement, acceptable to both groups, was developed:
The Mission of Apollo is to provide a place where both students and
staff can satisfy their needs for belonging, power, freedom and fun in the
pursuit of learning and teaching. In order to carry out this mission the staff
will address the following three areas:
QUALITY ENVIRONMENT
- The role of the staff is to provide a
quality environment
in which quality teaching and learning can take
place.
QUALITY RELATIONSHIPS
- The role of the staff is to be effective
lead managers using their knowledge of Control Theory and Reality
Therapy techniques to maintain a caring, supportive and cooperative
relationship with students.

If educators are to deal with the at-risk student population it is essential
that both the affective and cognitive needs of these students are being met.
The use of the four 'A's in developing self esteem, coupled with control
theory, reality therapy techniques, lead-management
and quality work.
concepts, is essential to establishing and maintaining a productive school
climate. As more and more schools begin to implement the Quality School
concepts and techniques, students, teachers and parents will reap the
benefits of this unique approach to educational reform.

References
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QUALITY WORK - The role of students is to produce quality work
while learning on their own pace, or in a cooperative learning setting,
with special focus on the following factors:
• All productive
rewarded.

efforts on the part of students will be recognized

• Major emphasis will be placed on upgrading
dents finished product.
• Students, in collaboration
the student's work.

and

the quality of the stu-

with the teacher, will judge the quality of

• Students will be encouraged to redo those assignments, which in the
judgement of the teacher and student, are not of an acceptable quality level.
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THE CONCEPTUAL ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL:
A STEP TOWARD QUALITY SCHOOLS
Stanley E. Wigle
Richard E. Dudley
Both authors are on the faculty of the Department of Education at Doane College,
Crete, Nebraska.
For more than thirty years, William Glasser has worked to improve
schools by seeking to apply the principles of control theory to issues of
school reform. For example, in his earliest work on schools and education,
Glasser argued convincingly for a school program based on student involvement in a relevant curriculum stressing thinking rather than rote memorization. Such a program, he maintained, is much more need-satisfying than are
school programs that lack such characteristics. In his book Control Theory
In The Classroom (1986), Glasser built upon his earlier proposals by
recommending
a major change in the structure of how students are taught
and in the role of the teacher in the classroom. He termed his proposal the
learning team approach whose purpose was to increase significantly the
number of students willing to work hard in school. Finally, in his latest
work, Glasser (1990) has taken his ideas one step further by proposing that
schools facilitate quality schoolwork by implementing
the principles of
lead-management.
Involvement,
relevance, thinking, learning teams, lead-management,
and quality are all important concepts proposed by Glasser as part of his
work to use control theory to improve schools. All of these concepts have
shown themselves to be useful in facilitating quality schoolwork because
they meet needs students have in their quality worlds. However, while
Glasser's ideas provide a broad conceptual framework for quality schools,
further work must be done to develop specific instructional models which
will allow teachers to apply this framework in their individual classrooms
on a daily basis.
One such specific model, the conceptual organizational
model, has
been developed by the authors of this paper. It is a model incorporating all
of the concepts proposed by Glasser. It was designed specifically for the
teaching of history, but it can be widely applied in the social sciences. The
purpose of this article is to briefly describe the conceptual organizational
model and to show how it is useful in helping teachers apply Glasser's
concepts in their classrooms.
Too often the teaching of a subject such as history becomes an exercise
in the recitation and memorization of names, dates, and "facts" presented
in a narrative-lecture
format. This approach to teaching history is often
defended as the most efficient way to teach factual information to students
in quantities sufficient enough for them to achieve adequate scores on

mandated standardized exams. However, with this approach students are
seldom asked to engage in analytical, synthetical, or evaluative thinking.
Instead, most student thinking in such cases is limited to the lower cognitive
levels of knowing and understanding.
Very seldom are students involved in
what they are learning because they generally do not see, nor are they often
shown, the relevance the subject matter has to their own lives. As a result,
the narrative-lecture
approach to teaching history meets very few needs
students have in their internal worlds and most of the work students do in
such cases is of relatively poor quality.
As teacher-educators,
we recognize the pressure often placed on
classroom teachers to see to it their students perform adequately on various
standardized measures of performance.
We also agree with E. D. Hirsch
(1987) that thinking is not a skill to be separated from substance and
content. However, while we believe certain information can and should be
taught to all students, we also know teachers can only teach and it is
students who must learn. But for students to learn, they must want to learn,
they must perceive quality and relevance in what they are asked to do, and
the learning tasks set for them must in some way be need-satisfying. To
facilitate student learning and to increase the amount of quality work
students do, a way must be found to incorporate the concepts of involvement, relevance, thinking, learning teams, and lead-management
into the
teaching of any subject matter. In order to achieve this incorporation in the
teaching of history, we developed the conceptual organizational model.
The model is based upon the premise that the most powerful way to
approach subject matter in the social sciences is by identifying widely
applicable concepts and using those concepts to teach the chosen subject
matter content. The model has five phases. In the first phase the teacher
selects both the subject matter content to be taught and an applicable
concept that is illustrated by that content. This concept will be the
organizing theme for the study of the chosen content. In the second phase
of the model, the concept is introduced and taught to the students. In the
third phase, the selected content is examined using a variety of learning
activities. The learning activities must relate the content to the concept and
challenge students to use such higher-order
thinking skills as analysis,
synthesis and evaluation. In the fourth phase of the model, the understanding of the concept gained in the third phase is generalized to selected
current world affairs. In the final phase, students use their understanding of
the concept to examine their personal lives in terms of that concept. With
this model, much of the student work can be done in learning teams with the
teacher assuming the lead-management
role of facilitator and resource
person. Above all, the relevance of historical study becomes apparent to
students as they are asked to apply their understanding
of the concept being
studied to current world affairs as well as to their own lives.
An illustration of the above points can be provided by a brief example.
The chosen subject matter content may be the American struggle for
independence. Within this unit of material, the concept of "folly" serves as
an excellent organizing theme for the study of the subject matter content.
Folly was defined by Barbara Tuchman (1984) as the "pursuit of policy
contrary to self-interest."
It is a good choice to make because it is easily
13
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identified in the events of the American Revolutionary
period, it is easily
identified in current world affairs, and it will be relatively apparent in
students' own lives.
Once the content (the American struggle for independence) and the
concept (folly) have been identified, the next step is to teach the concept to
the students. This may be done in several ways, but a concept attainment
activity (Joyce & Weil, 1986) facilitates maximum student involvement at
the very start of the unit of study.
After the students gain an understanding
of the concept which will
organize their study of the content, the teacher involves them in a wide
variety of learning activities. In all of these activities, the students will be
asked to apply the concept of folly to the content being studied. An
exhaustive list of potential learning activities is not possible here, but the
following are offered as examples of the types of activities that could be
designed:
• Simulation activity: the Boston Massacre. In small groups, students
are to identify and explain incidents of folly in this event.
• Student-generated
bulletin board. In small groups, students are to
prepare one example of folly from the Revolutionary Period, place it
on the bulletin board and explain its significance to the class.

of folly in their lives and explaining how such acts of folly have affected
them. For example, a student may discuss how a decision not to study for
an exam was a choice that was contrary to his/her own best interests. By
this last activity, students are taught that not only does history have
relevance for our contemporary world, but what we learn from history can
have deep personal relevance for our own lives as well. In our experience
with this model, when coupled with a teacher-led class discussion of
students' insights, this last activity usually creates the most intense student
interest and involvement of the entire unit.
Glasser's work to improve our schools through the application of control theory and the ideas he has developed to do so are important steps
toward the goal of quality schools. However, until teachers are able to
implement such ideas in their own classrooms, the goal of quality schooling
will elude us. The conceptual organizational
model, with its emphasis on
student-involvement,
higher-order thinking, learning teams, lead-management, and quality, is one useful tool for directly incorporating
such
concepts into teaching and learning in the social sciences. It is one way both
teachers and students can meet the needs in their quality worlds, and it is
one specific step toward quality schools.

• In small groups, students are assigned a major battle or campaign.
Each group is to construct a topographical relief map, explain their
assigned topic to the class, and emphasize the role of geography in
folly.
• In small groups, students are assigned a major figure in the Revolutionary Period. They are to prepare a class presentation on their
assigned historical person explaining the acts of folly committed by
this person and the significance those acts had in this historical
period.
In all of these learning activities the emphasis is on higher-order thinking
(analysis, synthesis, evaluation), student involvement, and the use of an
organizing concept to study particular content. Throughout such learning
activities the teacher takes the roles of facilitator, resource person, and leadmanager as students work in small, cooperative teams.
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After the historical content of the unit has been adequately examined,
small groups of students are assigned a current world event. Each group is
to prepare a class presentation on that event and lead a class discussion in
which the assigned topic is analyzed in terms of the folly contained within it.
In this way, students are taught to generalize what they learn from one
historical event to another historical event. Students are also taught that
history does indeed have relevance for us in our attempts to understand the
world around us.
In the final phase of the conceptual organizational
model, students are
asked to examine their own lives in terms of the concept they have been
using to understand a historical period. In the foregoing example, students
would be asked to complete a writing assignment identifying personal acts
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Prentice-

BEHAVIOR LOTTO OR HOW TO TRAIN
THE TEACHER NOT TO PICK ON YOU
Judith McFadden

The author is a counselor

in Sydney,

Australia

and is reality therapy certified.

As a counsellor in Australian
schools for many years, I met with
amazing frequency the statement: "The teacher picks on me!"
I believe this statement is universal in schools everywhere by children
from about the age of nine upwards, as a "reason" (excusel) for being in
trouble in class. My former tactic was to investigate what behavior the child
was choosing which resulted in the correction by the teacher, and to work
out more effective behavior. About five years ago, I discovered the best
counter I have ever used: "DO YOU WANT TO TRAIN THE TEACHER
NOT TO PICK ON YOU?"
This entry into the children's reality is often greeted by blank stares, or
suspicious expressions which say "There's something wrong here - this
authority figure (counsellor) is agreeing with me and offering me some
power over what the teacher does! There must be a catch somewhere!"
In
any case, it certainly gets their attention.
This strategy

uses some key control

• We tap into the picture
student" .

heads of a "good

• We offer students the opportunity to influence what happens
in the classroom in a way that allows them to fulfill their need
for power.
• We become very specific about behavior.
• We make plans for more effective behavior.
• Students

are taught to monitor

their behavior

for quality.

• The teacher and student get the opportunity to compare their
evaluations of behavior so that their expectations become clearer
to each other (Quality worlds come closer together on what
behavior is acceptable).
Once a student has gotten up from the fainting position, I say, "Yes,
you can train the teacher to behave differently. If you believe the teacher is
picking on you now, I'm not going to argue with you, but I can show you
how to change things. It sounds as though you see the teacher as singling
you out for punishment when you haven't done anything much different
from the rest of the students, who seem to be able to talk or do other
unacceptable things and get away with it. Right?"
"Right"

says the somewhat

bemused
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kid.

At this point, children will often interrupt to say that they are willing to
work; it's just that the teachers have "got it in for me". "I can agree that
you probably work quite hard, just as hard as a lot of kids who aren't being
picked on. This means that there must be something you have been doing
that has trained the teacher to think of you when there's a disruption. Do
you want to be regarded as a good student, so that you can occasionally get
away with talking, etc. without being picked on? It can be done."
Generally, the kid swallows the lot in one gulp.
"This isn't a trick; I'm going to let you in on a few secrets about
teachers, and how they decide which kids they can allow to get away with a
few things, and which ones have to be chastised every time they so much as
look as though they might talk. Teachers, when they take on a class, work
on clues they get from the kids' outside behavior. They can't read minds, or
know for sure what people are thinking or feeling. The things they want
kids to do are:
Be interested in the subject - the teacher would have taken it on
because it was interesting.
Learn well - teachers

theory ideas:

in most teachers'

"What this means is that you've trained the teacher to look for you
whenever there's a disturbance in the classroom. When you all first came
into the school, no-one knew any of you; the teachers had to decide which
kids were the workers and which ones were the disrupters. And it depended
on each teacher's experiences which kids were the disrupters in their
classes.' ,

Care about themselves

want people to succeed.
and their learning.

They don't especially require that kids always get things correct - it's
quite OK to make mistakes, because they are there to help you.
So what clues do teachers rely on to work out who is a good kid??
• CLUE: Is the student making eye contact with me while I am
explaining or giving facts or ideas?
• INFERENCE:
The student is LISTENING.
• CLUE: Does the student answer and ask questions on the topic?
(AND not spend a lot of class time on other irrelevant topics?)
• CLUE: And does the student sometimes bring in things, e.g. from
the newspapers, about the topic?
• INFERENCE:
The student is INTERESTED.
• CLUE: Does the student bring the books or gear we need for the
lesson?
• CLUE: Does the student get to class on time?
• INFERENCE:
The student CARES ABOUT THE SUBJECT.
• CLUE: When work is required,
can count to ten?

does the student begin on it before I

• INFERENCE:
The student WANTS TO LEARN, AND CARES
ABOUT SUCCESS. This doesn't mean that the student has to get it right;
it's the teacher's job to help people to understand things.
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• CLUE: When doing work, does the student keep working until
finished, ask for help if needed, and do work of good quality, even if it's
not all correct?
• INFERENCE:
The student WANTS TO SUCCEED.
• CLUE: Does the student treat others (including me) with respect
-act politely?
• INFERENCE:
The student is A NICE PERSON WHO BEHA YES
WELL.
• CLUE: If finished early, does
on with rather than disrupt?
• CLUE: If distracted by others,
discussing with me a change of seat,
• INFERENCE:
The student is

the student find something

else to go

does the student make a plan, e.g. by
to keep on task?
RESPONSIBLE.

Naturally, the number of kids who do all of these behaviors all the time
is zilch! But the ones who aren't being picked on have learned to do enough
of them to get the teacher to believe they are good. They have trained the
teacher not to pick on them! And you can do the same.
First, take a good look at the behaviors that are the clues the teacher
relies on. Some, even many, of them you may be doing already, but there
must be some that you aren't using. What we have to do is to find the ones
you aren't using, and make a plan for you to use them for at least four
weeks - it will take that long for the teacher to be trained not to pick on you.
After all, it took quite a long while for teachers to decide that you
needed to be picked on, so you have to allow time for them to get you out of
their head as someone who isn't one of the "good" students. They've
developed a habit and have-to give it up - it's a bit like giving up smoking; it
takes a while to see yourself as a non-smoker rather than someone who is
giving up.

There are no penalties
behavior. "

or rewards involved - you are just learning quality

Behavior Lotto appears simple, but is actually a process of helping
students ancl teachers compare their quality worlds in relation to student
behavior; as the process goes on, the student learns to process his behavior
through the teacher's head before he decides on his evaluation of each
behavior described. Because there is no pressure on the student to behave
well, he has the freedom to choose more effective behavior.
"What we do is to establish what behaviors you need to work on. At
least one must be something you can do easily, and the limit is six. Then we
work out for how long and at what time you will monitor your behavior.
(This will depend on age, ability, level of problem behavior - no more than
20 minutes for younger ones, up to 30-40 for older students.)
At
3:
2:
1:

the end of the period, you rate yourself on each behavior:
GREAT - DID REALLY WELL!
REASONABLENOT GOOD AT ALL.

Then you fold down your ratings so that the teacher can't see them,
and get the teacher to rate you on the same behaviors over the same period.
Unfold - if all the ratings match (even if there are some 1's) you've got
LOTTO!
In New South Wales, a gambling state, Lotto is drawn twice a week. If
you win, you might get a million dollars. Giving the teacher an image of
yourself as a good student is WORTH a million dollars!

There are some ways you can speed up the process. First is to arrange
to sit in a seat away from the kids who make a noise, even if they are your
friends. You can square off with them beforehand about why you have to
move, or why you won't be answering them when they call out to you. Just
tell them you're trying out a very special strategy.
Second, and VERY important, is what you do if during this training
time the teacher picks on you and you weren't doing anything. What you
will want to do is object, because you will feel cheated. Much better
behavior is to stay calm, do whatever the teacher asks so that he/she can get
on with the lesson, and then at the next break, speak privately and politely
and say that you hadn't been doing whatever it was, but you kept quiet so
that you didn't waste lesson time. You could even mention your plan to do
better and what behaviors you are concentrating on.
Third, if you want the teacher to
doing, you can arrange to use Behavior
remember what you have chosen to do;
be aware of how you have been acting,
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-

notice very quickly what you are
Lotto. This not only helps you to
it also helps you and the teacher to
and whether it suits both of you.
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In control theory terminology,
the mISSIOn statement should
become a part of the quality world of all participants who will
then gauge their behaviors against this accepted purpose. In terms
of reality therapy techniques, when we ask persons what they
want we are simply looking for their personal mission statement.

MADE IN JAPAN:
Deming's Management Principles
Robert G. Hoglund
II
The author is a senior faculty member of fRT and heads Reality Therapy
Consultants in Tempe, Arizona.

Deming says that the "quality approach"
must become the new
philosophy. Business can no longer live with poor workmanship,
bad materials, sullen service or poorly trained employees. Education cannot continue to accept high dropout rates, poor teaching
and lowered student
performance.
What is needed is a
transformation
of management styles from boss to lead management. Teachers and administrators
must become familiar with
control theory and reality therapy in order to implement lead management techniques and institute a quality education program.

Dr. Glasser's last book, The Quality School (1990), combines control
theory and reality therapy with the lead management techniques of W.
Edwards Deming. Deming was the man who almost single handedly
changed the phrase "Made in Japan" from a pejorative to a sign of
excellence in the post WWII years.
Deming's theory of management rests on 14 basic points he developed
while working for Japanese companies in the early 1950's. Although these
14 tenets were derived from the business world, they have direct applicability to the field of education. As more and more school districts are introduced to Glasser's "Quality Education Program"
it is important
that
Deming's 14 points be translated into educational terms so that teachers and
administrators
can better assimilate the concepts.

III

Create constancy
service.

of purpose

for improvement

of product

and

The effectiveness of a mission statement in directing the course of
a business or educational enterprise is directly dependent upon the
degree to which the CEO, Superintendent
or Principal fully supports that mission with the employee's concurrence. Unless the
employees see concrete evidence of top management support and
involvement they will not actively buy into the mission.
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on mass inspection

In education, teachers need to involve the student as a worker to
evaluate the quality of his or her work, product or outcome.
When students buy into the self-evaluation process the quality of
their work is greatly enhanced. You can deceive others for a long
time but it's hard to lie to yourself for very long. Using reality
therapy techniques to find out what students want and what they
are doing to get what they want sets the stage for this process of
self evaluation.

Educational
programs like business and industry must have a
purpose and that "reason for existence" must be spelled out in a
mission statement.
Deviating from a common
assumption,
Deming states that making money is not the primary purpose of
business. On the contrary, he says, that staying in business and
improving products and services should be the main mission.
In a similar fashion "raising test scores" should not be the
primary mission of schools; although we sometimes get the feeling
that many school districts operate on that assumption. Education,
like business, needs to focus on its products and services. In
schools the student is both the worker as well as the product and
we need to provide those services that will help students acquire
basic skills and become productive citizens.

Cease dependence

Quality comes not from inspection but from the improvement of
the process. In America, industry hires inspectors to locate
defective work during the production process or as the finished
products come off the assembly line. This means that the
company is paying workers to make defective parts and to correct
them. The consumer pays for this duplication of work. Deming
says that the key is to train production and assembly workers to
self-inspect their workmanship
so that quality is built into the
process, not "inspected out" by someone else.

In conducting workshops in a number of school districts the author has
developed a presentation of Deming's 14 points that seems to help participants understand the concepts as they apply to Education. Many of the
examples used in this presentation were suggested by the participants themselves. A summary of these points with appropriate examples is included below.
I

Adopt the new philosophy

IV

End practice of awarding

business on price tag alone

According to Deming, price has no meaning without a measure of
the quality being purchased. A good example of this in industry is
the space shuttle program and the tragic launch of the Challenger
caused by a faulty
Ring.

°

In education we can cite a number of examples. School districts
are constantly operating under severe budget restraints and are
always looking for a way to save money. One teacher talked about
her district making a terrific buy on kickballs. The only problem
was they were not perfectly round and they wore out three times
faster than the more expensive ones they had replaced.
When school districts maintain
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such high class size averages that

students are failing because of the lack of close supervision, they
don't seem to take into consideration the additional cost it takes
for students to repeat a class. How often do we see schools buying
high sticker priced items such as computers only to find that the
cheaper one they purchased did not have the features needed for
use in the classroom. Or that the quality computers that were purchased for a lab were not functioning effectively because the lab
was minimally wired [0 save money.

VII

Both Deming and Glasser stress the need for a style of leadership
that is, for the most part, not found in American industry or
education. Glasser calls it lead management - managing without
coercion. It can be characterized by four salient features.
First oj" all the leader must engage the worker in a dialogue about
what needs to be done. He emphasizes the need for quality work
while soliciting input from the workers. He makes a constant
effort to fit the job to the skills and needs of the worker.

Purchasing
needs to be a team effort involving the buyer, the
supplier and the consumer. School districts need to learn, just as
the Japanese found out, that developing long term relationships
with vendors and suppliers builds loyalty, trust and is the best
guarantee of high quality products. This team approach is also a
good example of a lead management technique.
V

Improve
service.

constantly

and forever

the system of production

Second, the leader, supervisor or teacher models what needs to be
done so that the worker/students
know what to expect. Third, a
lead manager is committed to the concept of self evaluation on the
part of the worker with the knowledge that the individuals doing
the work are in the best position to evaluate the quality of the work.
Finally, the leader is a facilitator whose job is to provide the
worker with a non coercive climate along with adequate tools and
instruction to do the job. Lead managers spend the majority of
their time working on the system to improve the performance of
the workers.

and

In education we very often are put in the role of firefighters. As a
public institution supported by taxpayers, we are quick to overreact to parents' complaints and rush to apply the "quick fix".
When, for example, test scores drop at a specific grade level, or
school, we point fingers at the test, the students and/or the
teachers.
Instead we should be looking at the system and
examining
our goals and mission - what we have agreed is
important for students to learn.
The recent interest in strategic planning by school districts - examination of long and short range goals - is a hopeful sign that we
are beginning to focus more on improving the system rather than
laying more on to students i.e. lengthening the school day, school
year and toughening
academic standards.
It is important to
remember that improvement
is not a one time effort but is an
ongoing process in schools as well as business and industry.
VI

Institute

training

and retraining

Too often in business and industry workers learn their jobs from
other workers who themselves have received inadequate training.
The training of new workers is also complicated by the use of
unintelligible and oftentimes out of date manuals.
In education one only needs to talk to new teachers to realize the
need for preservice and inservice programs. A major factor in the
so-called "teacher burnout syndrome"
is the lack of adequate
preservice and inservice training that causes teaching - the world's
toughest job - to be a discouraging and oftentimes frustrating
experience.
Many teachers are taught by professors who have
never been in charge of a classroom of K-12 students. It is just not
enough to have a mission statement. You have to be sure people
are trained to carry out that mission.
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Institute leadership

In education, the antithesis to lead management - boss management - is the most frequent style observed. Boss managers set
standards, tell rather than show how, and rely heavily on reward
and coercion to control students and teachers.
VIII

Drive out fear
Coercion is the most corrosive element in a work place. It destroys
productivity and quality work. Workers that fear their bosses or
supervisors may produce but will never achieve quality. Administrators, principals and teachers who operate from a base of coercion
and fear will never engender respect and loyalty from those they
manage. Nor will they improve the quality of work being produced.
Deming is quick to point out in his lectures on quality that, "The
economic loss from fear is appalling". It is interesting to note that
initially Deming did not have the concept of driving out fear when
he originated his management concepts in Japan. The Japanese
managers did not have to be counseled to eliminate fear since the
workers were eager to work together to build their nation after the
war. They regarded the employers not with suspicion and distrust
but as a benefactor. They were part of a family all working for the
same goal. Driving out fear became a part of the final 14 because
of Deming's experience in working with American companies
who stressed boss management techniques.
A good example of the use of fear and coercion in schools is the
over abundance
of rules governing
student behavior.
The
language of the rules are invariably phrased in negative terms "No smoking" "No littering" "Keep off the grass" etc. Until
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educators accept the fact that fear and quality work are incompatible there can be no improvements to the educational system.
IX

Breakdown

the greatest barriers to quality. Work quotas seldom include any
trace of a system that would help someone do a better job.
Deming cites the case of an airline reservation clerk who was
required to answer 25 calls an hour while being courteous and not
rushing callers. Since the quota did not allow for unforeseen circumstances such as computer down time, and the need to look up
additional information,
the clerk was unable to maintain the
quota. What is the employee supposed to do in this situation?
Should he satisfy the customer or make the quota, since both cannot be done.

barriers between staff areas

Most companies are quick to give lip service to the team approach
to management. Participative management has been a buzz word
that implies a close working relationship bet ween management
and labor. Deming, on the other hand, says that American
industry working as it does mostly from a boss management base,
cannot roster or promote team work. Coercion produces an adversarial climate which negates cooperation.

When quotas are based on the average output of a group, the
outcome will be mediocrity - half the workers will be above and
half below the quota. Peer pressure will hold the upper half to the
average and those below will be unable to meet the standards.

Schools, who see themselves as the embodiment of democratic
principles, feel that they exemplify the team approach with everyone working as a unit. Those of us who work in schools know that
this is not the case in most instances. We have only to look at the
caste system that exists in the majority of public schools. First of
all we have the basic certificated/classified
distinction.
The
principals and teachers see themselves as more important than the
clerks, custodians and instructional
aides. The latter group, in
many instances, feel like second class citizens especially in the area
of working conditions and salaries.
When, however, you operationalize the concepts of lead management and seek input from all staff members in the decisionmaking process, the climate will change. When people feel that
their ideas, comments and suggestions are valued they will not
only feel a part of the team but will increase the quality of their
performance
and work.
X

Eliminate

slogans, exhortations

and targets for the work force.

According to Deming, slogans never helped anyone - they only
generate frustration and resentment. The message that workers
get from company developed slogans is that they could do better
if they tried. When faced with poor lighting, incompetent supervision and defective materials the workers in the face of clever
exhortations
simply conclude that management
doesn't understand the problems and doesn't care enough to find out.
When slogans are developed by and/or with the workers, they
become credible reminders of mutually agreed upon goals. In
schools we see the powerful
influence of student-generated
slogans that often times precede important athletic and social
events. Since a majority of the student body wants to win the
homecoming football game or go to the senior prom, the slogans
are simply external symbols of their internal motivations.
XI

Eliminate

numerical

quotas

When companies focus on work standards such as "increase sales
by 10(1/0" or "answer at least 25 ealls per hour" they have created
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Schools are notorious for exerting pressure on teachers to raise
test scores. This has led to evidence of cheating and resistance on
the part of students and teachers. This focus on a numerical goal
has led to less attention being paid to those skills that cannot be
rested by a standardized instrument. Instead of measuring people
by the numbers they turn out it would be far more productive to
set up a system that fosters an atmosphere of receptivity and
recognition for suggestions made by the employee.
XII

Remove barriers to pride of workmanship
One of the first things that Deming does when he works with
companies is to hold a meeting with the workers without the
presence or management.
These meetings are recorded so that
company officials can hear what took place.
It is usually a shock to management to hear the complaints that
are voiced: defective machinery not repaired in a timely manner;
standards for inspections frequently changed; arbitrary supervisors; workers receiving no feedback on their performance and
defective supplies; are some common complaints.
It seems that management focuses on getting the work out but will
not deal with the people or processes that produce the product.
Deming, on the other hand, has shown that when there is a
problem, 15070 of the time its the fault of the worker and 85070 of
the time the fault lies in the process or system. Management's job
is to work 011 the system and to listen and act on the perceptions
of the workers.
In education, much lip service is given to so called "participative
management practices" wherein the employee becomes an integral
part of the decision making process. In actuality however, this
approach ends up with the employee "participating"
and the
administrator
"managing".
It's a simple observable axiom that "people are eager to do a good
job and distressed when they can't". Whether we're dealing with
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administrators
working with teachers, or teachers working with
students, the goal is to empower people to manage themselves and
take responsibility for their own actions. You don't have to create
pride of workmanship,
you have to create an environment
in
which employees/students
are encouraged to do their very best.
XIII

Institute

a vigorous program

of education

and retraining

Although this point is similar to number VI - Institute training
and retraining - it stresses setting up a comprehensive continuing
program of education that not only trains workers in the skills
needed to do their jobs but encourages them to acquire new
knowledge and understanding
that prepares them for future
assignments. Deming stresses the need for workers to understand
and use basic statistics to improve the quality of their products.
Deming, a statistician by training, believes that all workers need a
basic foundation in this area. He is not talking about complicated
statistical procedures that we have all learned to fear and avoid in
college, but simple statistical
procedures
that analyze the
variations that can occur in any process. Variation, according to
Deming, is the enemy of quality and unless it is brought under
control, defective products will be the result.
In education this statistical approach to analysis and process
control translates to the need for the constant evaluation of what
we are doing. It calls for using both subjective and objective
techniques
to gauge the effectiveness
of our instructional
strategies as opposed to "gut level feelings" or simply grading on
the probability curve.
XIV

Take action to accomplish

the transformation

"A journey of a thousand miles begins by taking the first step".
That old Chinese proverb summarizes
the final principle in
Deming's 14 point management process. Once top management
makes a commitment to change its management style, it must act
on the basis of this commitment. According to Deming, the first
milestone on a company's road to quality occurs when a "critical
mass" of the employees understand
the 14 points and become
active participants in the process.
Effective schools are the products of effective leadership. When principals
and teachers agree on their mission and institutionalize Deming's 14 points,
the students as workers and products will reap the benefits of a lead
management system.
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Group.

THINKING·

THE LOST SKILL

James M. Montagnes

The author is a senior faculty member of IRT and a former board member representing Canada. He is a trainer, consultant, and private practitioner in Toronto,
Canada.
Is it a skill, is it a controllable process or is it part of a reaction? From
the perspectiveof William Glasser, thinking is a component of what he calls
a "total behavior", a controllable process.
In his book Schools Without Failure (1969), Glasser emphasized the
importance of thinking as a behavior or skill that had become somewhat
obsolete in the school system. As a behavior or skill, he promoted the theme
that relevant, open-ended
questions, about the subject currently being
taught, would lead to more thinking on the part of the students. This he
says will achieve the goals of education.
The film "A Question
of
Thinking" (1970) was an important component of the training program
designed to promote the ideas of the Schools Without Failure approach,
with more relevance and success in education, more achievement of basic
skills; a prime part being thinking on the part of students and faculty.
In 1984, Glasser outlined his further understanding
of what he
originally called B.C.P. Psychology in his 1981 book Stations oj the Mind,
and what he now called "Control Theory Psychology".
William T. Powers
and Dr. Ellen J. Langer were two people also studying the concepts of
Control Theory, to whom Glasser gives credit for his direction.
Control theory, unlike most explanations of human behavior, states
that human beings are internally not externally motivated. Thus, Glasser
has followed a belief in contradiction
to many current and popular
approaches. His approach believes that people's brains operate for them as
a control system, designed to assist persons to get what they want. The
control system is an explanation of the why, what and how of behavior.
"All any living creature can do is behave and all behaviors are total. All
behaviors are internally motivated,
purposeful,
flexible and creative."
(1986, Theory Chart, Wm. Glasser.)
These statements,
while outwardly seeming to be quite straightforward, are probably one of the most revolutionary and complex statements
to be presented to the field of human behavior for many years. They
challenge the well entrenched and long standing beliefs of many of the field
of psychology including adherents of stimulus - response and behavior
modification so prevalent in most of our social systems, from schools and
hospitals to adult and juvenile corrections. This challenge has led to a large
volume of accumulating data and programs which I believe fully support the
view of Glasser. The Johnson City School System, in New York, is a good
example of this. In the book Control Theory in the Practice oj Reality
Therapy: Case Studies (1989), by Naomi Glasser, there are many studies of
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successful practitioners using this philosophy. The purpose of this article is
to more fully explore what I believe is a point of importance, and that is that
all behavior is total and that thinking is a component of total behavior that
is too often overlooked today.
Why is this particular point so important? "The more we are able to
recognize that it is just one of the four components that make up our total
behavior, the more we will be in control of our lives." Glasser (1984). What
Glasser refers to here as "it" is the feeling component of a depressing
behavior. Glasser believes all behaviors are made up of four components:
Acting, Thinking, Feeling and Physiology. When individuals behave as in
what is called a depression, they do not just feel miserable, which is the
component of what an individual and others will be most aware, but also
they are acting in some manner, thinking some thoughts, feeling miserable
and their physiology, body behavior, is acting likewise to give cramps,
tears, adrenaline, etc.
H is not the manner in which most people have viewed behavior in the
past, and it requires a great deal of attention to fully understand. This is the
reason that Glasser has verbalized most of the nouns for problems, i.e.
depression becomes depressing. It assists us to realize and more accurately
describe that which is occurring as a behavior because all behaviors are
total. We are not always totally aware of these components but they are
present.
Now let us look at this total behavior from another aspect. There are
four components, but does understanding this fact give us the ability to gain
more control in our lives? This is the one most sought after formula in the
human services field; how to help people to gain more control in their lives.
There is no magic available to accomplish this, however the following will
give I believe the added part of the formula to assist in this process.
When we observe someone who is depressing, people would tend to
label that person as feeling depressed, because it is the most obvious; thus,
in control theory, we would label this as a feeling behavior. If you were
watching a television program about a paramedic at an accident scene, how
would you describe the actions of the person? Remember the scenes from
highway 880 on the television broadcasts after the earthquake in San
Francisco in 1989? The paramedics were acting quite methodical; checking,
injecting, bandaging, moving - all we might label as acting behaviors; but
would anyone say that these paramedics were not thinking, feeling or
having some specific physiology in this scenario? We label by the component most obvious, but recognize that all components are always present.
Paramedics must think carefully as they carry out each procedure; they are
human and acutely aware of the pain and hurt that is a part of their work.
Ask paramedics how they feel after an accident, and they will tell you how
tired and exhausted they are.
The key to the control is that we as human beings have different
amounts of control over each of the components. There are different
individuals who will have more or less control of each of the components,
but to the greatest amount of the population we have almost total control
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over our actions, a lot over our thinking, much less over our feelings, and
the least usually over our physiology.
The choice then becomes a little clearer. By understanding that we have
four components and that our behavior will be labelled by the component
most obvious, we can choose a total behavior of acting in which we have
almost total control. By choosing a total behavior in which we feel we have
almost total control, it will have four components. The feeling component
probably will be somewhat more positive in such a situation than a total
behavior of feeling, where we have less control. We know people will have
more control if they choose acting and thinking behaviors, and also will
probably feel better with these choices.
To assist in clarifying this point, let us look at how actors and actresses
are able to portray very emotional scenes. They will have a script to prepare
for the part. The script will include or the director will call for some specific
emotion or physiology from the performer. They will read the script which
will tell them who they will portray, what they will do, what they are
thinking and how they are feeling. In their new brain, all this information
will be processed. Simultaneously, the old brain, which controls physiology,
provides the physiology appropriate to these other components. If the
physiology is not suitable, i.e. if the emotion is not satisfactory, the players
may need a rewrite to alter the scene, to provide a different total behavior
which has a physiology component more acceptable to the director.
Likewise, this above phenomenon will explain the value of role playing in a
training situation. First of all, the person playing the role of client begins to
behave, think, and feel as the client. Second, the other positive aspect of
this situation is that the person playing the client will experience the impact
that the reality therapy process can have when utilized.
Now that we understand this aspect of the control system, let us now
look at its application and the implications of ignoring the importance of
thinking, which Glasser feels is so important.
By having people focus on behavior, of which the most obvious
component is acting or thinking, we are able to assist people to cope more
adequately with miserable situations or at least non happy ones. Understanding total behavior enables one to assist people to cope with their
feelings more adequately. It takes understanding and hard work and, of
course, time. To be happy in many of our clients' situations would be unreasonable, but it's a state we are helping them reach. I have developed an
exercise to help participants who come to my training sessions gain some
control over their fears, etc. They report that this enables them to take risks,
expose themselves more, and thus learn more. It also demonstrates the
effectiveness of a knowledge of total behavior at the beginning of training.
At the start of any session, I will, as most instructors or trainers do, ask
participants to introduce themselves, etc., and I will explain that there will
be extensive use made of role - playing. A glance at the group at this time
will inevitably reveal some disquiet on the part of some members. Even if all
participants were aware that role - playing was involved, it is now more
imminent, and, if questioned with regard to their feelings about role playing, most people in a group will state that they feel anywhere from
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mildly anxious to almost unable to continue with fear. At this point, I
usually will suggest to them that they shouldn't feel this way, but rather they
should feel good and ready to proceed; after all they know a bit about me
and that I really don't bite. I follow this up with a request about how they
now feel, and, of course, they reply that they don't feel any better. If asked
why, they will state that, of course, just telling them to feel better won't
work; one can't control one's feelings like this. Some time is taken to
acknowledge this point, and then r ask them to do the following exercise.
"I want to use a new technique today, parts of which are quite familiar
to you but part of which will illustrate an aspect of control theory. I want
you to image, if you will, in your head a television screen, and then I want
you to split screen it, in other words create two sides to this screen. On one
side of this screen, put a picture of yourself as you recently described yourselves to me. I didn't hear anyone described as a failure, in fact all of you
have told about the things you do as successful people. I don't believe
people who are not successful choose to take courses in reality therapy.
Therefore,
on one side of the screen put a picture of yourself as that
successful person you just described and think about that for a minute.
Allow about 30 seconds and then state for the next five days, what will you
be doing at this course?"
Participants
will then offer that they will be students. I will then ask
them what students do, and I will ask if any of them have ever been a
student of golf and what happened the first attempt to drive a ball? The
point is that students make mistakes and that is how we learn, I add: Tom
Peters, in his book Thriving On Chaos (1987), suggests employers should
reward mistakes in certain situations, because mistakes indicate employees
are risking new ideas in some situations. These risks will lead to improvements, innovations and new developments.
I then ask them to put the picture of themselves as a student on the
other side of the screen and to think about that. Then I ask them to give
themselves permission to make mistakes, to be a student. It's all right to
take risks and do role playing because they are students and still successful
people. When they think about this screen with its two images and do what I
request, I see a slight relaxation occur. I then ask them, while thinking
about themselves in this manner, how they feel about role playing? When
asked to express their feelings at this point, most will still admit to some
anxiety, but most will add clearly that they do feel better about role-playing.
I explain that by my understanding
the concept of total behavior, I have
assisted them to regain more effective control.

The first I would like to look at is the hunting of seal pups in the mouth
of the St. Lawrence River out to the Northwest coast of Newfoundland. For
many generations, sealers from these areas have hunted the seal pups in the
spring of each year. The resulting harvest of these pelts created a thriving
industry for the community of mostly fishermen who supplemented their
income with these monies to a level 01" moderate comfort. Without this
augmenting of their income, many of these families were not able to
maintain their self-sufficiency, and had to rely on unemployment insurance
and welfare for parts of the year and the fishery for the remainder. Many
people became concerned, as humanitarians and environmentalists,
that not
only was this hunt brutal and the method of slaughter inhumane, but that
also it was threatening
the survival of the seals. Very quickly there
developed two distinct sides with regard to the issue, the anti sealers and the
sealers. There became no room for dialogue or middle road. Employing the
knowledge that a picture is worth a thousand words, the anti-sealers group
began a public campaign to win over public support to ban the hunt.
Through the skillful use of a picture of a pretty little seal pup, which
everyone felt was so cute and loving, to the films of the brutal sealers
clubbing these poor creatures to death on the ice and skinning them, the
public were bombarded with a steady diet of these pictures and how this
should be halted. Most people felt revolted when they saw these photos and
began to support the movement to halt the hunt and sale of fur pelts. The
program succeeded in banning the sale of pelts in Europe.
All of this appears quite straight forward, except there were two sides
of this story. One side was not only not presented, but not even requested by
the public which followed its feelings and allowed this feeling behavior to
proceed. The information that was missing is now available and interesting.
There were some abuses while killing the pups; and the government had
dispatched supervisors to prevent this. Clubbing was determined to be the
most reliable and effective manner to humanely kill the seals when properly
carried out. These are only small points however; the harvest itself was the
main point of contention. The survival of the seal was felt to be in danger.
Government research now indicates that this point was fallacious, and, in
fact, now the opposite is true. The seal herds of this region have few if any
natural predators. The large sharks that culled the herds in earlier times are
no longer there, having been killed off. Left to grow, the seal herds are now
massive and are thought now to be seriously depleting inshore fish stocks,
and feed stocks of the codfish. This phenomena is apparent in South Africa
and other places where there are seal habitats. As well, the seals carry a
parasite which they release into the waters in their feces, and which is now
contaminating a growing number of species and quantities of fish, reducing
its value. The solution to these problems in all areas of the world is to cull
the herds. What this means in real terms is that people go out armed with
rifles and shoot the adult seals, usually letting them remain where they lay, a
senseless waste.

Let us now explore some issues that are more specific to my life as a
Canadian but I believe they have relevance to all of us as citizens of a
complex, fast world where our education system pays little attention to
thinking. There are frequently occurrences today in our society where an
issue will be very large in the public eye. How the public feels about
something can influence legislators and board rooms greatly. The resulting
behaviors can be less satisfying. Let us look at three situations which have
all received much attention from the public, media and government.

Surely there was some middle road? Most people, on hearing this
additional information,
ask why didn't they hear this before? This is the
main point of this article. The leader of the anti-side wanted people to act
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more with a feeling behavior and not to use a thinking behavior. People
who are familiar with the power of advertising, know how to influence
people's behavior. They know about control theory or, in other words, why
people really behave. We must assist people to think in order to make
informed decisions.

was unable to provide the financial support to keep three little sisters
together who had lost their family and belongings in a tragic fire. I again
wonder how all of these decisions are made and not made. It is difficult to
make tough decisions. It is tough to take control and, with the knowledge
you gain by thinking, go against public opinion.

Capital punishment is a controversial subject across North America. In
Canada, this is a federal jurisdiction, and therefore was settled by a vote in
our federal parliament by our elected members. The decision to vote on
capital punishment
was held to make a final decision on a ten year
temporary ban. As an alternative to capital punishment, the law provided
for 25 years in prison without parole for 1st degree murder. It did allow for a
judicial review after 17 years but this was not a very hopeful process for the
convicted. Unlike most votes in our parliament which must be along party
lines, an open vote of conscience was called for in this situation. After a lot
of public outcry,
demonstrations,
and lobbying by interest groups,
parliament passed a permanent ban on capital punishment. With a feeling
that capital punishment was inhumane in this enlightened day and age and
that it didn't serve as a deterrent, we proudly declared we would not execute
people in Canada. This sounds quite straightforward
to most who hear it. If
you think about this situation clearly there may be an important point that
has been overlooked. It is this ability to overlook, or put off people without
public questioning,
that illustrates clearly that we are not thinking.

What is occurring in all of these situations is I believe a lack of ability
to effectively utilize our ability to think. As Dr. Glasser has said to me, we
can't teach people to think because it is part of all of our behavior. We can
however, help people to more effectively choose behavior which has as its'
most apparent component thinking. Can we assist real learning to occur if
we don't teach people to understand this? Can we ask people to say "No"
to drugs, alcohol, food, etc. We must help people to choose behaviors
which will give them more control; thinking behaviors. In other words we
must teach people no matter who they are; clients, students, prisoners, etc.,
to understand and utilize the knowledge of control theory.

At no time during this process did anyone clearly point out the alternative for what it was. It was decided not to execute people as it was
inhumane; instead it was decided to incarcerate them for 25 years in prison
with no parole. I am not sure how many of the readers have visited a federal
prison, but, I assure you, most of you would find this wonderful alternative
would be far worse than execution, which is exactly what many people who
are sentenced state. The point here is not to execute or not to execute; it is, if
we are not to execute as being more humane and then sentence people to 25
years, what have we done to get what we stated we want. Are we being more
humane? Once again, I don't think people are thinking about these situations.

How many more times must we hear the client say, whoever the client
is; "Ok, I just didn't think"!
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In the fall of 1988, an event caught the attention of people over a considerable part of the world. Again, it was some poor animals. This time,
three Pott Whales were trapped by the pack ice in a pocket of open water
off Barrow, Alaska. The open water was rapidly freezing and leaving less
room for the whales to breathe. Somehow these whales had become trapped
and were unable to migrate with others to their winter grounds off the coast
of California.
If something were not done quickly, the hole would freeze
and the whales would perish. Who can forget watching night after night as
all major TV networks provided coverage of the efforts of private,
municipal and federal government, including the armed forces and finally
international
assistance from the Soviet Union, to rescue two of the three
whales. This rescue brought to mind the rescue of the little girl in Texas
from the terrible clutches of the well. Again, on the surface it sounds so
wonderful.
The North Slope Borough, the municipal government
for
Barrow, spent close to three million dollars on the rescue, and, within weeks
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Rape is the most brutalizing crime that can be perpetrated on a victim
who survives the assault. The personal nature of the violation intensifies a
victim's crisi~/ reaction and multiplies the number of treatment issues
(Young and Stein, 1983).
Although each has a slightly different definition, in this paper the
terms "victim advocate,"
"crisis counselor,"
and "therapist"
are interchangeable, as are the terms, "rape" and "sexual assault." A rape victim
will be referred to as female, even though males are also sexual assault
victims.
Reality therapy is a useful method of counseling for rape victims as
they progress through predictable
stages of crisis reactions and move
toward recovery. The role of the counselor is to form an 110nest committed
relationship where the therapist is responsible, "tough, interested, human
and sensitive" (Glasser, 1965, p. 26). The advocate who meets a sexual
assault victim within the first twenty-four hours after the crime occurs must
make an initial efficient assessment (Vey and Yuki, 1982), and begin work
with the victim toward healing. A crisis may be viewed as a "learning
dilemma" (Pasewark and Albers, 1972, pp. 71-77), in which a victim creates
new pictures in her mind that will meet her basic needs as she strives to find
security and fulfillment (Glasser, 1980).
Rape crisis reactions vary, depending on how emotionally healthy the
person is at the time the crime occurs, and on the circumstances of the
assault. Although
crisis reaction stages may overlap, there are three
definable stages: initial impact, recoil, and reorganization
(Young and
Stein, 1983). Loss of control, loss of fun and freedom, and a feeling of not
belonging are pervasive during these stages, and William Glasser's Control
Theory (1984) can be utilized throughout.

rapist uses the threat of death or mutilation to accomplish the act. Burgess
and Holmstrom (1974) describe the "rape trauma syndrome" as an acute
stress reaction where the victim experiences disorganization
in her life and
may display anxiety or appear composed due to shock, disbelief and denial.
This shock phase is often misinterpreted
by law enforcement officers who
are not trained to understand rape trauma.
One victim described this initial impact after being held hostage at
work in a back room where she was the only one on duty at the time. The
assailant held a knife at her throat, made her undress and then sexually
assaulted her. She stated to the victim advocate hours later: "I felt as if I
was standing across the room watching. My body went numb and all I could
see was the knife. I followed that knife with my eyes everywhere it went. I
just knew I was going to die." Initial relief and the pure pleasure of being
alive are sometimes a part of this stage.
Following the assault, the victim may also experience many physiological responses such as trembling, vomiting, muscle soreness, bruising, and
gynecological symptoms. (Marton, 1988). In cases where she reports the
assault, her doing behavior seems to be controlled by law enforcement
officers and hospital personnel who must get detailed information from her
and collect evidence for future prosecution.
This process is emotionally
painful where the victim is forced to relive the assault by being asked to try
to remember every detail and being subjected to pubic hair combings and
vaginal smears.
At this state her basic security is threatened, and she may experience a
loss of control over her thoughts, feelings, actions and body functions
(Glasser, 1984). The crisis counselor, as well as law enforcement officers,
hospital staff, friends and family, need to provide three basic kinds of
assistance which will help the victim gain initial control. The first assistance
offered should be safety and security (Young and Stein, 1983). Allowing the
victim to choose where to talk and asking about her physical condition are
small human courtesies which are important. Key statements which are vital
to make are as follows: "I'm sorry this happened to you;" "You are safe
now;" and "This wasn't your fault." (NOVA, 1985).
The second assistance is ventilation and validation (Young and Stein,
1983), where the victim may tell and retell her story and be reassured that
what she is feeling is normal, that the crime was bad, and that key people in
her life are concerned and care. A counselor may state: "What happened to
you should never happen to anyone. I am here to listen to you."

The first stage after rape is the initial impact. A rape victim is often
severely traumatized having experienced gross degradation and penetrating
violation. The sexual assault victim often faces her own mortality as the

Third is prediction and preparation
where she is told what she can
expect in the future (Young and Stein, 1983). The victim should be
informed when she will be contacted next, who will need to talk with her
and what will be involved in the investigation of her case. She should also
hear some of what her emotional reactions may be and who will be available
to offer her assistance. Knowing what she will be doing and feeling increases
her sense of control and helps her regain a sense of power and self worth
(Glasser, 1984).
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Stage One: Initial Impact

Stage Two: Recoil

limited by her internal
toward her assailant.

In the recoil phase, there is a return of emotional expression and self
awareness. Details of the assault surface in the memory and the victim
begins to exert control over her behavior (Marton, 1988). The severity of the
crisis reaction is affected by the intensity of the assault, suddenness of its
occurrence, total length of the crime, ability to understand what happened,
and the emotional stability of the victim preceding the attack (NOVA,
1985).
Many victims experience "Post-traumatic
Stress Disorder" (PTSD) as
described in the DSM-III R (pp. 247-251). This disorder is characterized by
persistently reexperiencing the rape through flashbacks and nightmares;
persistently avoiding stimuli associated with the traumas by refusing to
experience thoughts, feelings or activities which are reminders of the rape,
as well as feeling detached from other people and the future; and
persistently experiencing increased arousal such as inability to sleep well,
difficulty concentrating,
frequent angering, hypervigilance,
exaggerated
startle response, and physiologic responses following a reminder of the
assault.
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and the terror she feels

Helping the victim focus on the present is important. Useful questions
are: "What plays over and over again in your head like a tape recording?"
This is usually the part of the assault that was the most intensely frightening
or the most revolting, and she usually thinks that she can't express this to
anyone. Listening to details of the rape will help her regain control. Other
appropriate questions are: "What is bothering you the most right now?"
"Given the fact that we can't change the past, if you could have things the
way you want right now, what would you make happen?" These questions
begin the first step of reality therapy as you make friends and ask what she
wants (Glasser, 1980).
Stage Three: Reorganization
During reorganization,
the rape victim begins to achieve a state of
balance and control, both internally and in relation to her environment.
Emotional energy can be directed toward constructive pursuits in all of the
doing or acting behaviors. The stress and crisis she is undergoing heightens
her creativity, and many new behavior choices are being made available to
her (Glasser, 1984). This random, unpredictable process is confusing and
frustrating, and a counselor can help her sort through her behavior choices
to find those that are healthy and productive (Glasser, 1984).

I am so afraid. I'm afraid to go out and I'm afraid to stay
at home alone. What if I run into him again? 1 feel so
dirty. What if my husband doesn't want to make love to
me anymore? What if I have AIDS? I'm so confused. I
thought I could handle any situation and protect myself. I
thought rape only happened to women who let it happen.
How can I trust my own judgment? I feel so guilty. I
should have fought harder. I should have never been there
in the first place. This isn't fair. What kind of a system
makes you go through all of this? I feel like I'm the criminal. How could God let this happen to me? I am so angry.
I would like to hurt that man like he hurt me so that he
could feel this pain.
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families,

Examining personal value systems allows counselors to become less
judgmental
and increases
their ability to hear any explicit sexual
information expressed using all types of language. This is vital to the
therapeutic relationship. An advocate must listen to the victim, help her
clarify her thoughts and feelings, reassuring her that they are normal.

Rape victims choose a cataclysm of emotions as they begin to cope with
the meaning of vulnerability, the reality of the present, and the myriad of
losses they are experiencing. Victims have expressed many of the following
to me:

Progressing through the recoil stage can be slow and frustrating for the
victim. Letting her decide when she wants to express her thoughts and
feelings is a step toward more personal control. A victim often chooses to
depress which gives her time to cope with the multitude of feelings and
physiological reactions (Glasser, 1984). Acute damage has been done to her
ability to meet her needs. Her survival is often threatened during the rape,
and this basic need, which is usually taken for granted, is in great jeopardy.
She feels misplaced and different from everyone else, and even family and
friends may not be able to reassure her that she is loved and belongs. Often,
even well meaning family members re-injure the victim by their words and
actions in an attempt to deal with their own frustration, anger, guilt, and
inability to protect her. A sexual assault victim's feeling of self worth and
power over her life is damaged. Having fun appears impossible. Freedom is

fears, protective
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Concentration should be given to fulfilling a rape victim's needs with
positive "doing behaviors" (Glasser, 1984). Initially, a victim needs to feel
secure. It is an interesting paradox that what the victim is doing to feel safe
may be the exact behaviors that make her think she is going crazy. Linda
was grabbed in front of a grocery store, dragged off, and assaulted. She
reported feeling like she was losing control because she could not go into
that grocery store and often had friends accompany her to other grocery
stores. "Is this helping?" she was asked. "Yes." "Is this breaking any
rules?" "No, I guess there is nothing wrong with it." Once Linda gave
herself permission to not go into that store and to feel all right about it, she
made a plan to gradually withdraw from her friends' assistance. Later she
was able to feel free about entering the same store where the attack
occurred. Linda changed the picture in her head of what was normal and
allowed herself to feel positive about temporarily avoiding a frightening
situation. Many victims experience this same need to change their pictures
and allow themselves to take several baths a day, sleep with the lights on,
buy a dog, or put extra locks on the door.
A victim needs to be able to
alters her ability to meet this need.
sense of belonging is displaced.
toward her mate is often difficult,

give and receive love, and a rape often
Family relationships are strained and her
The physical expression of her feeling
as she feels guilty, ashamed, dirty, and
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repulsive. Victims who can see the rape as a crime of violence heal faster
(Benedict, 1985). It is beneficial to a victim to compare rape to a stabbing
where a penis is the weapon.
A sexual assault victim's power, control, and self worth are often
hampered by her feelings of helplessness and guilt. Much of the guilt centers
around her thoughts that she should have prevented the rape. Guilting may
cause victims to choose behaviors which they believe make them less
vulnerable to further harm. A reality therapist should encourage a victim to
realize that, although she could not prevent the rape from happening, she
can control her responses (Glasser, 1984). The victim can concentrate on the
fact that she used her strength to stay alive, demonstrating a measure of
control even during the assault.
In acquaintance rape, a victim's guilt is intensified. This is exaggerated
by a criminal justice system where convictions for this crime are rare. The
victim's reorganization process may cause her to choose different
behaviors. In situations where a therapist thinks the client's prior behavior
was not healthy or safe, the counselor can use reality therapy to assist the
victim with making a plan she is commited to and then refrain from
accepting excuses. The therapist should not interfere with the reasonable
consequences of the victim's decisions and should not lose confidence in her
ability to make improvements (Glasser, 1980).
The ability to have fun and to be free are often impeded by never
feeling rid of the sexual assault. Recurring nightmares and anger often
interfere. Day and night, fantasies of revenge may haunt the victims as
females often find intense anger and graphic thoughts of violence
unacceptable and uncomfortable. Rape trauma experts consider these
reactions as a sign of recovery (Benedict, 1985).
Getting involved in positive doing behaviors can be viewed as pleasur- ..
able for the victim and help her regain effective control. Physical exercise '
and small attempts to reenter safe social situations are difficult, but helpful.
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Conclusion
"The goal of crisis intervention must reduce the level of emotional
preoccupation while facilitating constructive thinking. By treating adversity
as an opportunity for growth, real progress in developing a productive and
satisfying lifestyle is possible." (Vey and Yuki, 1982, p, 13). One rape
victim, whose assailant was acquitted, called me six years after the crime.
She said "There is rarely a day that goes by that I don't think of the rape at
some point. It changed my life. I'm married now and my husband is
wonderful, but he knows there are certain intimate things he can't do or say
to me. I know I am stronger and I am happy, but I'll never stop wishing that
he (the rapist) had been punished. You helped me more than you know by
lettng me deal with what happened and move on with my life. I'm proud of
the way I handled being raped because it took so much strength and it was
so hard." Sexual assaults are devastating. A reality-based counseling
approach offers the victim the most direct method of meeting her needs,
establishing control, and successfully reorganizing her life.
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GRIEF RECOVERY AND CONTROL THEORY
Maureen H. Fanelli

The author is a junior high school counselor in the Massapequa, N. Y. Public
Schools and is also in private practice.
As parents and educators we are aware of the developmental tasks a
child needs to go through to emerge as a healthy adult. If a child does not
complete a task at a particular developmental level, the child's adaptation is
impaired when trying to complete tasks on higher levels. For example, the
tantrums and "no" of the "terrible two's" serve to help a child to begin to
realize that slhe is separate from the parent. Without this stage a child
clings fearfully to the parent - inordinately unsure of self.
Grief too is a developmental
process whose stages must all be experienced. "It just takes time," is an erroneous adage. Time won't do anything
but pass. Over time the pain of unresolved grief is cumulative. Moreover,
we are responsible for our own recovery. It is not something that happens; it
is something we do.
In the summer of '87, 1 began the study of RTICT and heard that in
dealing with all issues, except bereavement, the theory would be useful. In
the fall I began the first practicum and read everything I could get my hands
on. I kept trying to put RT into practice in my life. That November, 14 year
old Albie Campbell died . . . a group formed itself and I became its
instrument ... and I read RT ICT and grief recovery materials ... This
year in a school of 1100, 14 parents died! Another counselor and I felt we
wanted to work with those kids. There are very few "How To"
bereavement manuals but I read everything I thought might help. Control
theory seems to help with the task of mourning - so I developed a seven
session grief recovery program based on RT ICT principles.
It is not possible to "not behave". At all times we are behaving: acting,
feeling, thinking and physiologizing
- the four components of our total
behavior. Reality therapy teaches us that each person is responsible for the
choices helshe makes. Control theory gives us the tools we need in order to
understand how we can behave in ways that will help us to get our five
genetic needs met:

grievers can be aided not only to acknowledge their feelings of loss but also
to understand how they can regain control and get their needs met in their
new circumstances.
Perceptions and the Real World are different for each. In CT we teach
that our perceptions govern all of our behavior. According to how we
perceive things, we behave in the best way we can at that moment to get our
needs met.
A bereavement program based on CT will help the bereaved get more
of what they need as they go through the grieving process. CT teaches us
how to meet our needs; how to be in effective control of our lives; that we
are the only ones over whom we can have control. We are responsible for
our choices as we go through the tasks of grief or any other developmental
task.
It is important not to hurry grief. After the trauma of the death of a
significant person in our life, there are certain tasks of mourning that must
be gone through before further growth and development can take place
(Worden,
1982). These are NOT step by step but a weaving ...
and
through it all FEELINGS MUST BE VALIDATED.

Tasks of Mourning:
1. To accept the reality of the loss.
Our loved one played a significant

role in our life.

Our loved one is dead.
Reunion is impossible

(at least for now).

You cannot wish persons dead; nor can magic bring them back.
Mourning is a total behavior for which painful feelings are the
most recognizable component.
Clearly, in Control Theory, Dr.
Glasser gives the message that in mourning depressing is the best
behavior we can use for a time to get our needs met.
2. To experience the pain of grief.
To accomplish this task we have to recognize and accept responsibility for the nature of our communications
with the deceased. If
much was left unsaid, this will be especially difficult but extremely
necessary.

the need for love and belonging

In Control Theory, Dr. Glasser suggests some possible "logical"
reasons why people choose depressing or paining behaviors even on a long term basis (Ch. 7). Among them:

the need for power or a sense of competence

1.

to keep angering

the need for some fun and playtime

2.

to get others to help us without having to risk and ask for help

the need for freedom

3.

to avoid having to come face to face with a fearful situation

4.

to attempt to focus another
them near.

the need for survival

or the ability to make choices.

Using the control theory model, counselors can assist grievers to go
thru the essential tasks of mourning. As the process weaves back and forth,
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person's

attention

on you, keep

3.

To adjust to an environment

in which the deceased is missing.

Living without our loved one requires a rearranging of our lives
both physically in the external world and internally in our "all we
want world."
We all have a personal picture album in our heads that contains
the pictures of what we want in our life to satisfy our needs. After
the death of a loved one we have to explore how it is possible to get
our needs met with these pictures, these old wants. Our pictures in
our internal world will undoubtedly need some readjusting if we
are to get our needs met in the here and now. To avoid this is to risk
suspended growth and be held prisoner by a major perceptual
error.
Internal

World

"Our all we
want
world."

;>

:>

Pleasure
ERROR
~
Frustration

Outside World

<;

~
~

"Our all we
can have
world."

"What can I do to get what I need?"
"What else can I do?"
It is time to plan attainable

ways to get our needs met.

H is essential that counselors be cognizant of the need each griever has
to weave back and forth thru each of the four tasks of mourning. Grievers
can not be hurried. It is imperative that they have respect for their feeling
behaviors, examine them, see how they feel about the feeling component of
their behaviors, and recognize that at this moment in time their feeling
behaviors may be the any way the griever knows to get some of his/her
needs met.
As the bereaved become ready and able to work, they can be taught
how to take control and get more of what they want in order to get their
needs met by working with their TOTAL behavioral system. We have a
valuable tool to enable them.
Our behavior at any moment

is the best we can do at that time.

Thru control theory we learn how to control

our own behaviors.

We choose how we want to get our needs met.
The larger or more frequent the error between what we want in our
quality, internal world and what we can have in the outside world,
the greater the frustration and the more pressing the need to reorganize and redirect our behaviors.
If we are suppressing pain and repressing our feelings, other behaviors
have to be chosen to mask this major perceptual error. Some forms this
mourning ... just as bypassing the "terrible twos" will lead to an eventual
exaggerated need to separate at a later stage.
If we are suppressing pain and repressing our feelings, other behaviors
have to be chosen to mask this major perceptual error. Some forms this
redirection can take are: depressing, angering, anxieting, somatizing, or
even reorganizing
with psychotic behaviors.
Others often mask this
suppression of pain with "Academy Award" performances of strength and
competence. All of these behaviors, while the best behavior the person can
choose at that moment, will only prolong the task of mourning and prevent
a healthy "getting on with our lives."
Incomplete recovery can have a lifelong effect on a person's capacity
for happiness. "Recovery is finding new meaning for living without fear of
abandonment."
(James and Cherry, p. 7). As with adults, children too can
be helped to discover the series of actions and small steps they must make in
order to discover within themselves the strength leading to recovery.
Withdraw

emotional

energy and reinvest it in another

relationship.

With pictures in our internal world rearranged, it is time to explore
very specifically what we are doing to get our needs met. It is time
to ask:

We can choose effective control of our behaviors.
Mourning

is a total behavior for which feeling is the most recognizable

component.
Feeling behaviors must continually be validated by the reality therapist
as the griever weaves back and forth thru the tasks of mourning. In my
seven session, fourteen week, group program based on Dr. Glasser's control
theory model the griever is prepared for the key question:

Is what you are doing now helping you to get what you need?
At that
in which the
process, but
process and

point the griever will truly be able to adjust to an environment
deceased is missing. This CT program will not end the grieving
it will help the bereaved who go through it understand the
gain more effective control for themselves.

The therapist's job is to give clients the tools of CT to help them work
their way through the grieving tasks. The clients' job is to become aware of
the pictures in their Quality World and decide on pictures and behaviors
that will help them get their needs met.
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"What is missing in my life?"
"Is what I'm doing now working?"
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DYNAMICS OF MARRIAGE AS INTERPRETED
THROUGH CONTROL THEORY
Ahmad A. Smadi

The author is an assistant professor of counseling in the Department of Education at
Yarmouk University, lrbid, Jordan
The adoption of control theory by Glasser (1981) has provoked several
publications and research studies that examined the applicability, validity,
and reliability of the basic concept of this theory in different situations,
agencies, and institutions that provide help and care for individuals with a
wide range of interests and problems. The utilization of such theory in
marriage and family therapy has been the subject of work conducted by
Edward Ford (1983) when he demonstrated
some clinical case examples
supporting the applicability of reality therapy in helping troubled families.
The study of the marriage relationship
in terms of control theory
provides marriage and family counselors with a theoretical framework
involving the dynamics of such a relationship when it is functioning or
dysfunctioning.
Therefore,
this article will focus on drawing such a
framework, and will provide some recommendations
for reality therapists
when they are dealing with troubled couples.
Individuals

individual engages, acts upon, or attempts to control the world around to
satisfy the picture of what is wanted. Some individuals control their world
well and have strong responsible personalities. Responsibility is viewed as
the way in which individuals are able to satisfy several needs without interfering with the ability of others to satisfy their needs (Glasser, 1981; 1984;
1985).
In order for individuals to control the world and get what they want,
they must develop behaviors
which effectively achieve the "wanted
picture".
This is done through a separate system which is called the
behavioral system. To turn this system on and to start gathering behaviors
that get what individuals want, they need a comparing station. In this
station, individuals compare what they really want with what they perceive
in the outside world (Glasser, 1981; 1984; 1985).
In the control theory behavioral system, there is no separation among
thinking, feeling, doing, and internal bodily activities. All behaviors are
made up of some mixture of these major components. All components are
chosen. Therefore, all of the common psychological disorders, such as
depression and anxiety, are behaviors of which feelings are the major
component. These are best called feeling behaviors, which means in control
theory terms, depression is depressing (Glasser, 1981; 1984; 1985).
As individuals try to fulfill needs by attempting to control the world,
they must be aware that major problems arise when they try to control other
people. Therefore, they cannot control anyone who doesn't want to be
controlled. They should learn to fulfill their own needs in a way so that
others can fulfill theirs (Glasser, 1981; 1984; 1985).

in the Marriage System:

Each partner is an element tied to the other by free choice in a
functional relationship,
who together form what is so called the marriage
system (Hoffman,
1981). These elements operate on the same bases to
satisfy their own needs. Control theory sees each partner as a control system
which revolves around how his/her brain operates to fulfill certain needs
which must be satisfied by acting upon or controlling the world. These
needs represent powerful forces that drive each of them to act upon the
world. These needs include the need to survive and to reproduce, the need to
belong, the need to be free, and the need to have fun (Glasser, 1981; 1984;
1985). Control theory indicates that each partner develop an extremely
detailed understanding
of the world through the individual perceptual
system (Glasser, 1984, pp. 320) which implies that each has his/her own
reality.
As each partner perceives the world and looks for need-fulfilling
perception,
s/he stores perceptions that fulfill needs in an internal world
(picture album), which is a hypothetical place that exists only within the
brain. These pictures of all objects that an individual has discovered satisfy
his/her needs and drive all behaviors (Glasser, 1981; 1984). Each partner
satisfies general needs like love by acting upon the world to try to get as
close as possible to the pictures of what is really wanted from the internal
world. Each personality is best described by the characteristics in which the
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Why People Get Married?
In control theory terms, people get married to satisfy some of their
basic needs. As they grow, they develop many pictures and behaviors to
satisfy the same needs. Differences among individuals regarding their
pictures and behaviors can be attributed to the interaction among several
factors which determine their individual perceptual system. These factors
are: their past experience, relations to others, psychological status, and
frame of reference. Therefore,
control theory sees individuals in the
marriage system as unique controlling systems with differences regarding
their pictures, behaviors, and perceptions. For example, two individuals
may get into a marital relationship driven by the same basic need, and
controlling for different pictures. The girl might see the satisfaction of the
need for power through the picture of getting married and having control
over the life of her husband, while the man might seek the satisfaction of
the same need through the picture of getting married and having control
over his wife's money. Another example may involve a young couple
entering a marital relationship driven by different dominant needs. The
man may be driven by the need for security and to reproduce, while the girl is
driven by the need for fun, or the need to belong.
Most people enter a marital relationship driven by the need for security
and to reproduce, and controlling for relatively different or similar pictures
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to satisfy this need. Other people get into such a relationship driven by one
or more of the needs discussed by Glasser (1984), and controlling for
multiple pictures in their minds to satisfy these needs. Motivation for
getting married might be different among individuals within the same
system. These differences imply the uniqueness of every case.
Marriage

in Terms of Control

Theory

According to the control theory framework,
marriage involves two
controlling systems entering an intimate relationship by free choice and
individual responsibility,
to satisfy personal needs including the need for
love and cooperation
and other needs discussed by Glasser (1981; 1984;
1985). Each individual comes from a presumably different socialization
process having: different pictures, behavioral systems, and value systems.
Each is trying to get what s/he wants from marriage. In order to make the
marriage relationship
stable and satisfactory,
the young couple have to
make certain adjustments through compromising and negotiation using the
strategy of contracts (Glasser, 1984; 1985).
Within the marriage structure, every individual operates as a control
system tied to the other party (another control system) in a circular and
functional
relationship.
Circular
relationship
implies that anyone's
behavior can be attributed to the total structure rather than to the husband
or wife only. Functional relationship refers to mutual protection of the
oneself and the system (Hoffman,
1981). In theory, for example, if a
husband shows certain psychological problems such as alcoholism after
being married, this problem now affects the marriage structure. According
to control theory, the husband is responsible for his symptomatic behavior
because he chose to become an alcoholic as a way of controlling his wife and
others (Glasser, J 98]; 1984; 1985). Since the husband and wife are tied to
each in a mutual, circular, and functional relationship, anyone's problem
should be looked at in light of the marriage system.
A husband and wife need to interact with each other for a period of
time openly in order to recognize each other in terms of their similarities
and differences regarding their pictures, behaviors, and perceptions. They
need to know themselves in relation to the other. If a husband and wife
interacted
successfully,
then commonalities
between them might be
increased, and differences could be decreased.
Stages of Marriage

Development

When two persons are introduced to each other, their communication
aims at identifying commonalities between them which become the ground
for a growing relationship if they decide to do so. In order to develop the
marriage structure, this relationship grows through two stages (Carter +
McGoldrick,
1980). These stages are the following:
1

-

The engagement

stage:

Individuals involved in a premarital relationship have the chance to
maximize the outcomes of such a period. They can recognize themselves in
relation to the other in terms of their similarities, differences, strengths, and
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weaknesses. Also, an engaged couple can identify and reach a way of living
together in which both of them have the same chances to get what each
wants without interfering with the ability of the other to get what s/he
wants (Glasser, 1981; 1984; 1985).
In order to work out the differences, an engaged couple can make some
adjustments which might require some changes in terms of their pictures
and behaviors. Control theory emphasizes that individuals can do so
because they have the potential and the responsibility to do it (Glasser,
1981; 1984; 1985). These adjustments might include changes in expectations, goals, priorities, eating, drinking, clothing, and visiting habits. To
achieve such adjustments, control theory provides engaged, couples with the
strategy of negotiation and contracts (Glasser, 1981; 1984);
If the engaged couple adjust to each other successfully,
move smoothly to the next stage of their family life cycle.
2

-

then they can

The Marriage Stage:

When the engaged couple decide to advance their mutual relationship
through marriage they confirm it by a special contract at the courthouse.
This means that they become husband and wife, tied to each other legally,
and live under one roof, sharing many things (this is the picture of the
classical marriage in our picture album). When the marriage ceremony is
performed, wants are prioritized and classified in order, individual and
group tasks are determined and planned, the house responsibilities are distributed taking into consideration individual differences, and the relationship becomes totally functional. Thus, any marital problem becomes the
responsibility of both. Also, these problems could be considered as a
symptom of the system dysfunction (Hoffman, 1981).
At this stage, a newly married couple has to adopt new rules and give
up old ones, since the relationship is growing as well as the individuals.
These adopted rules must be discussed openly and agreed upon mutually
through either verbal or written contracts. Also, short-term and long-term
goals must be agreed upon and plans developed that guarantee achieving
these goals. These plans should involve specified goals, strategies, and
means of feedback loops (Glasser, 1984).
Successful marriage involves reviewing all plans continuously.
If one
plan is not working, a husband and wife can replace it with a new one
without giving up or blaming each other (Glasser, 1981; 1984). They do it
through open and clear communication.
Some newly married couples get into this stage having some difficulties
such as the inability to separate emotionally from their extended families.
This kind of problem will delay the establishment of their marriage identity
which includes their goals, values, rules, privacy, etc. The effectiveness of
individuals or couples in working out such problems depends on their sense
of responsibility. (Glasser, 1981; 1984). For the newly married couple, in
order to develop a workable marriage, each should learn and achieve a sense
of responsibility which involves each providing the other with opportunities
to satisfy needs (Glasser, 1981; 1984). The workable marriage involves satisfaction and stability of the relationship.
Satisfaction implies that neither
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partner seeks extramarital
relationships;
physical arguments are minimized.

stability

implies that verbal and

To have a reasonable marriage, a husband and wife should develop
clear and straightforward
communication
which provides them with opportunities to express their feelings and thoughts, and allows them to draw a
clear picture of each other in terms of their wants, strengths, and weaknesses (Lederer & Jackson, 1968). For example, a husband came back from
work and found his wife watching television, chewing gum, and smoking
cigarettes while the dog is messing up the house. The husband's face looks
angry, and the communication
goes like this:
Wife: "you look so tired, you must've

had a hard day, honey?!"

Husband: "not at all, honey. But I feel so bad when I come from work
while you are doing nothing about the dog."
In the above communication,
the message is very clear and straightforward,
since the husband communicated
himself clearly.

On the other hand, when the married couple comes from different
cultural
backgrounds,
they might have different perceptions,
wants,
behavioral systems, and levels of clarity in their communicated messages.
These differences constitute roadblocks to the marriage which have to be
worked on before moving on to a further developmental stage across the
family life cycle (Lederer & Jackson, 1968). For example, a Canadian man
who had been married to a Filipino girl for 6 months came for counseling
after a marital crisis. The young married couple expected to have the following differences:
-

Cultural background.
Religious interests
Socioeconomic levels.
Clarity of communication.
Values systems.

The Successful

Marriage:

There are several characteristics of a successful marriage which can be
derived from control theory framework. They are as follows:

7 - Husband and wife are responsible for determining
their goals in relation to the social rules.
8 - Husband
and wife turn
psychological di fficulty.

to

each

other

and wife make decisions jointly regarding their marital life.

4 - Husband and wife utilize the impact of negotiations
achieve certain goals across their life cycle.
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and contracts

to

face
to

relation-

Marriage

The marriage system becomes dysfunctional for many reasons which
could be derived from control theory principles. These reasons can be summarized as follows:
I - Husband

or wife failed to develop sense of responsibility.

2 - Husband and wife differ
pictures, and behaviors.

significantly

in their perceptual

systems,

3 - Husband

or wife failed to satisfy some of the basic needs.

4 - Husband

or wife does not know what s/he really wants.

5 - Husband

or wife does not know how to achieve what s/he wants.

6 - Husband

and wife failed to compromise

some of their wants.

7 - Husband and wife failed to develop their marital
(goals) and ways of achieving them.

system priorities

Consideration for Reality Therapists:
Counselors with a reality therapy orientation must take into consideration the following tips when dealing with troubled couples, in addition to
the classical reality therapy stages of Glasser (1987). These tips are as
follows:
I - Counselors must listen to the couple's problem individually and jointly.
2 - Counselors
him/herself

must give each partner the same chances
during the counseling session.

3 - Counselors

should not show any sign of biases to either partner.

5 - Counselors should encourage both husband
themselves as individuals and as a group.

3 - Husband

they

10 - Husband and wife successfully form a stable and satisfactory
ship.

2 - Husband and wife try to control
control each other.

than trying to

ways of achieving

9 - Husband and wife love each other; each one's needs are important
the other, as much as personal needs.

4 - Counselors should encourage
straightforward
communication.

rather

goals (pictures)

whenever

1 - Husband and wife allow each other to satisfy personal needs without
preventing the other from the ability to satisfy needs.
themselves

They do not allow

6 - Husband and wife are realistic in setting up practical
in their life.

The Dysfunctional

The clarity of messages between husband and wife depends upon several
factors such as their psychological
status, socioeconomic
background,
verbal ability, cultural
background,
level of self-control,
and their
perception of each other. Lederer and Jackson (1968) believe that the clearest communication
occurs between couples from the same cultural background.

a
b
c
d
e

5 - Husband and wife plan their life by themselves.
others to plan it for them.

and train

the couple
and

6 - Counselors must train the couple in the strategy
contracts in the planning process.
7 - Counselors

should teach the couple control
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of expressing

on open

and

wife to explore

of negotiation

theory principles.

and

Summary

In sum, control theory has proven to be successful in drawing a theoretical framework for marriage and family counselors when they arc trying
to educate or help couples with some problems. Although this is only one
relationship,
there is no reason why this theory could not work in helping
other systems (groups).

WHOSE BACK IS IT ANYWAY?
Use of Reality Therapy in Back Rehabilitation
Carol ladeluca-Myrianthis
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The author is a registered physical therapist
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"Low back injury is the leading musculoskeletal
disorder in the U.S.
Back injuries have been reported to be increasing in frequency faster than
any other type of injury. A compensatable
back injury is sustained by
nearly 2 percent of the industrial work force in the United States each year.
National Centre for health statistics data indicate that disorders of the back
or spine are the third leading cause of impairment in the United States."
(Nelson, 1988).
As a physical therapist in private practice, 80 percent of my patients
suffer from back pain. The duration of their pain can last anywhere from
weeks to years. "90 percent return to work in 2 months, while 10 percent
have chronic pain (greater than 6 months duration"
(Lichten, 1984).

INTERNATIONAL

RESOURCE

LIBRARY

The Board of Directors has approved the establishment
of an
International
Resource
Library
to be housed at Northeastern
University, the home of the Journal for Reality Therapy. This library
will contain the following:
1) Annotated

bibliography

2) Abstracts of doctoral
and control theory.

of all published
dissertations

articles.

regarding

reality

therapy

3) Identification
of books, media, and other resources available elsewhere with names, addresses, and sources of such
material.
A copy of materials is available upon request at a production/
mailing cost of $6.00. In addition,
individuals
are encouraged
to
send information,
materials,
etc. to the Library for listing.
The
mailing address for the Library will be:
Reality

Therapy Resource Library
203 Lake Hall
Northeastern
University
Boston, MA 02115
Telephone:
617-437-2485
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I have used reality therapy over the past two years for the back rehabilitation of my back cases. Rehabilitation
is accomplished
by treating the
dysfunction and then requesting that all patients attend a back care class.
The back care class is a group setting which facilitates teaching the anatomy
and mechanics of the lumbar spine as well as self responsibility for back
care. The age of the patient population ranges from 17 to 65.
What I have observed most about my low back patients is how
miserable they are. This misery, of course, is related to their impairment of
their basic needs of fun, freedom, power and love. What surprises me is that
their inability to have fun or enjoy fun activities is usually more paramount
than their need to return to work. For most of my patient population, the
picture of fun activities outweighs the image of work.
As can be surmised, a back pain patient has a diminution of his power
need, as the individual can't return to work because of pain and therefore is
not generating the same income. Consequently,
his responsibility as one of
the breadwinners of the home has shifted.
The individual's fun needs are curtailed because he can't enjoy his fun
activities (such as golfing, surfing, etc.) with ease. I am usually able to have
patients be more compliant with their program, when I discuss their lack of
fun in their lives and their feelings about this situation.
Freedom needs arc impaired because one can't move the way one used
to because of progressive lack of flexibility and pain. Finally, the
individual's
love needs are precarious because who wants to listen to
someone who aches and complains all day. The behavior of that individual
has changed in relationship to his altered family dynamics.
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When I ask my patients what they really want, they sincerely say they
want to get rid of this pain and go on with their life! Then I ask them, what
they arc doing? Several responses are verbalized.
1.

"I take medications often with other drugs" to relieve pain. It is, of
course, true that certain medications are excellent pain relievers but
the control of pain is temporary and the long term consequences
arc dire.

2.

A second response is "I depress - give up". This choice results in an
eventual loss of physical fitness and subsequently an increase in the
perception of pain.

3.

A third response is "I ache and complain". Again, this choice is not
effective in controlling pain. It can also contribute to a breakdown
in communication
with significant others.

4.

"I continue to do activities like housework or chores but end up
with more pain". Evaluation
of this choice of action usually
demonstrates
faulty body mechanics.

The first three choices mentioned were both self defeating and offer
only short term relief. This often results in chronic frustration, anger, and
eventual depression.
Let us look at the last choice as a key factor in
perpetual back pain.
There are a host of reasons for back pain. We all experience certain
forces acting on the spine that are similar for all of us. We need to view the
spine in a mechanical way - that is - How we move does indeed influence the
stresses to the spine. If we continue to move in abnormal or excessive
postures, then the repetitive forces acting on the spine will eventually lead to
breakdown.
That is why certain approaches don't work over time. I often hear my
patients ask why isn't the medication working or why didn't the surgery fix
the problem. Medications,
of course, reduce the symptoms of pain but do
not influence how we move. The intent of surgery is to remove the problem.
However, once we resume our normal activities of living, the pain returns,
Why? We continue to use faulty body mechanics.
Wouldn't you agree that we use our backs 24 hours a day? Wouldn't it
be great to understand what strengthens and weakens our spine during our
daily activities of living?

Functional activities are addressed. The importance of correct standing
posture versus poor posture is demonstrated.
The question is asked how
many times a day does one stand and walk around, to illustrate that this
activity is so automatic.
Choices are offered to the group with an
exploration of the forces acting on the spine in various standing postures.
The activity of sitting is examined. Again, the question is asked how
many times does one sit in a day? The quantity of sitting for all of us is
usually quite high! Patients are then made aware of the normal compressive
forces acting on the spine in sitting, and given suggestions to limit sitting to
their own tolerance by taking action before their pain occurs (i.e. stand up).
Patients are also taught that the way they sit is crucial to the stress
placed on the back. This is demonstrated by active practice in the classroom
setting. Again, a choice of sitting postures is offered with the consequence
of each choice discussed.
The lying posture is mentioned as it is habitual. The emphasis is placed
on choosing lying surfaces that provide optimal support to the contours of
the body.
Lastly, manual tasks are addressed. All of us, regardless of what kinds
of work we do, need to lift, push, pull and carry objects. The question is
posed - how many times do you bend over to pick something up? Again, the
physics of lifting is discussed between the safe and unsafe practice of
bending over. The patient is taught to do his functional activities in a
neutral spine position (to avoid excessive positions like bending, twisting or
overreaching) .
Shaping of behavior is accomplished
by the patients actively doing
their functional activities of lift, push, pull, and carry in the correct spinal
position under supervision. The patient is encouraged and reminded that he
is in control and to listen to his back.
A patient's picture of his spine is clarified by comparing the back to an
injured ankle. The question is asked would you walk or run on a sprained
ankle? The answer is, of course, no! Then why do we continue to abuse our
spines by faulty posture (i.e. bending too much, twisting too far).
Lastly, the importance of regular aerobic exercise i.e. walking, swimming, etc., as well as strengthening
exercises, (stomach,
back, and
extremity) is stressed, and practiced in the clinic for excellent back care.
Discussion

Format
The purpose of the back care class is to emphasize that back pain is
evolutionary,
not a single occurrence in an individual's life. Pain can be
progressive by the nature of our habits. How we use our spine is critical to
its well being.

By providing a milieu of caring, encouragement
and actual performance of activities under supervision, the patient's behavior to take
control is reinforced. His picture of his back is clarified by using simple
analogies. His picture of work is made more need fulfilling as he attempts to
duplicate his work tasks in the clinic and accomplishes them. Patients are
encouraged to follow an active lifestyle and develop exercise as a positive
addiction.

Basic anatomy is discussed to demonstrate
that there is a host of
reasons for back pain - not a single cause. Pain could emanate from the
muscles, ligaments, the disc, the joints or the nervous system. Patients are
made aware of the causal relationship of their pain to their anatomy.

If patients are reluctant to take control of their back pain, I continue to
ask them are they happy with their back pain and life right now? Is what they
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are currently doing helping or hurting their back? If they are happy with
their life and pain "don't change", but if they choose to change and do
their activities differently they will stop straining their back and give it a
chance to heal. The effect of such a change will be tremendous since whose
back is it anyway?
All of my patients who attend therapy and back class remark that now
they stop and think for a moment before they do their tasks. The majority
then realize that indeed they can have a good degree of control over their
back pain. Consequently, 80 to 90 percent of my patients do return to work
with such an approach.
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PROFESSIONAL ISSUES: CONSULTATION
AND ETHICS PART II
Robert E. Wubbolding

The author is Assistant Director of the Graduate Counseling program at Xavier
University and Director of the Center for Reality Therapy, both in Cincinnati, Ohio.
In a previous article (Wubbolding,
1990), I discussed three types of
consultation;
technical, clinical and process, as well as ethical principles
related to a case study. This article stresses the pitfalls of consultation from
an ethical point of view as well as questions and topics to be discussed
before a contract is signed. In a subsequent article I will provide examples
that describe how these questions are handled in a professional, ethical, and
practical manner.
PITFALLS
1. Misidentifying

the Client or Client System

When a consultant is approached,
the contact is usually made by
someone who is at the managerial level. The manager then discusses his/her
expectations
for training. These are usually described in terms of the
employees' "needs". For example, a potential client who represents a state
department of human resources might state that he/she wants the staff to
deal more effectively with intake and screening procedures, follow specific
cases more thoroughly, "see more cases" (clients), and in general, feel
better about their work.
Effective consultants are skilled in identifying their real client/system.
They distinguish between the person hiring them and the persons who will
be the consumers of the service offered by the consultant. Frequently, the
expectations
of the manager and those of the participants
are quite
disparate. Thus, the case workers in the hypothetical state department
might define their wants quite differently;
to learn to deal with angry
people, to feel less resentment toward the welfare recipient, to find a way
around the paperwork, etc. Reconciling expectations is not impossible if the
consultant has appropriate questioning skills and is aware that such a task is
necessary.
2. Being Unaware

of the Trainees'

Responsibilities

While it is impossible to have a thorough knowledge of every type of
helper that is encountered in consulting, still it is useful to explore the duties
of participants as well as their limitations. In working with a large franchise
company, one consultant decided that his format for management training
needed to be significantly altered and adapted. The "managers"
of the field
agents did not have a managerial or supervisory relationship with their
agents. Rather, the managers' task was to motivate the agents to expand
their own businesses for which the agents were totally responsible. The
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com pany, moreover, would not sever the relationship with the agent except
for "gross immoral or criminal conduct" which almost never occurred. It is
clear that training for such managers would be quite different from that
conducted
for case workers who must communicate
rigid guidelines to
recipients of public assistance and impose severe consequences for noncompliance with rules. The managers had virtually no consequences to use
as "motivators".
They saw themselves as leaders who managed by
involvement
(Wubbolding,
1990). The case workers, on the other hand,
often see themselves as boss managers (Glasser, 1990).
3. Falling

to Account

for Cultural

Differences

In training persons to practice reality therapy, an effective consultant
recognizes that participants
need to adj ust the theory and practice to
various cultures. Some cultures are more "indirect"
than the North
American Anglo-Saxon caucasian culture. In Eastern cultures, counselors
have more of an authoritarian
role as they often are seen as parental figures
for whom the client has much respect.
According to Benedict (1974), the Japanese culture appears to the
westerner to contain many contradictions:
They are conservative but adaptablt to change; they are fervid in their desire to learn western ways but
equally dedicated to preserving their own way of life; they are generous yet
tough bargainers. In fact, the labeling of these behavioral patterns as "contradictory"
illustrates an ethnocentric
thought, i.e., a western concept
imposed on the behavior of another culture.
Corey, Corey, and Callanan (1988) have listed many differences between "East"
and "West",
among which is "ethical orientation";
the
westerner's
morality is rooted in the person and that of the easterner is
rooted in relationships. Similarly, the concern of the westerner is for the
individual, whereas the concern of the easterner tends to be toward the
group. It is clear that need fulfillment will be seen as different to the
easterner than it is to the westerner. Thus, pleasing the family might be
more of a concern for the oriental client than for the Anglo-Saxon
counselor. Consequently, a training program for oriental counselors or for
counselors who work with "other"
cultures needs to be geared to the
participants.
In this context, the American Association for Counseling and Development has established the importance of such cultural sensitivity from an
ethical point of view. In their code of ethics they state, "Through awareness
of the negative impact of both racial and sexual stereotyping and discrimination, the counselor guards the individual rights and personal dignity of the
client in the counseling relationship".
(A. 10.) While this code of ethics
alludes to the importance of such sensitivity, Ibrahim and Arrendondo
(1990) go further in emphasizing the need for codes of ethics to be more
emphatic and explicit. They state, "Counselors
must embrace the concept
of cultural pluralism. The first step for all counseling professionals,
whether they consider themselves members of the mainstream culture or a
minority group, is to enhance their own multiculturalism".
Going even
further Corey et al (1990) refer to Cayliff (1986) in declaring, "The failure
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to address these factors (cultural differences)
groups constitutes unethical practice".

and to train to work with such

It is clear that consultants who seek to train others to use the principles
of reality therapy are more effective and are acting at an unquestionably
high level of professional
behavior when they have developed skill in
identifying and dealing with cultural differences.
4. Creating

a Job for Oneself

A temptation of many consultants is to use the training opportunity to
obtain a full-time position with the agency or to create an over dependence
on the skills of the consultant. While it is flattering to be seen as a "guru",
it is amateurish to give the impression that only an external consultant can
solve the problems of the consultee. Consultants or trainers who encourage
a perception that they are "the doctors with a black bag who come to cure
the patient" do themselves and their clients a disservice. They help clients
exaggerate their own hopes which will be unfulfilled resulting in blame cast
on the consultant. They also allow an excessive dependency on the consultant to develop which results in a failure of the trainees to take ownership
for the skills which were taught or for the program which was initiated. The
code of ethics of AACD states "The consulting relationship must be one in
which client adaptability and growth toward self-direction are encouraged
and cultivated. The member must maintain this role consistently and not
become a decision maker for the client or create a future dependency on the
consultant"
(E4).

QUESTIONS

TO ASK PROSPECTIVE

CUENTS

The questions below are designed to provide tools for establishing an
ethical relationship with potential consultees. If the issues reflected in these
questions are clearly delineated and acted on, the consultant is likely to act
in a manner that is congruent with the codes of ethics of the professional
organizations.
1. Does the person making the contact with the consultant have the power
to decide if the training will be conducted? If not, who does have this
authority?
2. What does the caller and/or
decision maker want to accomplish
through the training? What are the desired goals and outcomes of the
training?
3. Has the caller surveyed the expectations
What are their expectations?

of the training

participants?

4. Does the caller and decision maker understand what the consultant
to offer, i.e., strengths, limitations, skills, etc.?

has

5. Has the want for training originated with the staff or with the administration? What has been the reaction of the staff members?
6. How much other training has the staff had? In what areas? How have
they evaluated it? How do they regard this "time away from work?"
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7. How has the desire for training or the commitment for training been
communicated
to the staff? Can the consultant review written memos?
8. How much training
What type? When?

in reality

therapy

9. How will this training program
used?
10. Is the participants'

attendance

11. What is the educational

have the staff members

be evaluated?

What instruments

at the training mandatory

had?
will be

or voluntary?

policies of the agency. (This is based on the supposition
policies are both legal and ethical.)

that agency

5. They seek to learn new ways to present and adapt their consultation and
training skills to potential clients by learning about other cultures and
becoming sensitive to them.
6. They are cognizant of and adhere to the various codes of ethics of professional organizations which have described rules of conduct for consultants, such as AACD (Code of Ethics, Section E, Consulting).

level of the participants?

12. What are the responsibilities of the participants? Answering this question in a manner that is clearly understood by the consultant could be
time consuming. It could even require an on-site visitation in order to
appreciate the perceived worlds of the trainees.
13. Is the program to be conducted a pilot program
for further use as a training model?

which will be evaluated

14. What exactly will be piloted? Will the training program be evaluated so
as to be refined and adapted
or will it be evaluated
on an
"adopt/reject"
basis?
15. What exactly will be the criteria

for calling the program

a "success"?

16. What weight will the caller or employer give to the written evaluations
of the participants? To the casual comments made by the participants?
17. What is the racial, sexual, cultural

composition

In summary, the work of the consultant who wishes to train others in
the principles of reality therapy can be exciting and need fulfilling.
However, neither skill in reality therapy, nor even titles of Institute endorsement, can provide a potential consultant with a total professional identity.
Persons presenting themselves to the public also need a professional identity
which puts them in contact with the wider world of counselors, social
workers, psychologists, nurses, personnel specialists, etc. With this broad
professional base, the trainer is more likely to provide a high level of service
that is congruent with current professional standards.

of the trainees?

T ASK OF CONSULTANT
Consultants who seek to be responsible, ethical, and reputable teachers
of reality therapy live by the following ethical and professional principles
when they make contact with clients:
1. They communicate
that they work within boundaries of their limitations. They do not make promises they cannot fulfill. If they have no
training in the consultee's area of interest they openly state they do not
provide such consultation.
For example, if a client seeks a program of
organizational
development from a consultant who has had no training
in such a discipline he/she makes a proper referral to another
consultant who can provide this training.
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2. They attempt to walk the tightrope between pleasing either the administrator who actually hires the consultant
or the participants
in the
training who might have expectations
other than those of the administrator.
These expectations
are generally not irreconcilable
or
widely divergent. But if they are totally irreconcilable the consultant is
advised not to accept the contract.
3. They attempt to build resources inside the organization which insure
implementation
of the skills, rather than creating a dependency
relationship.
4. They adapt training models to the philosophy of the agency rather than
undermining
it. They do not encourage trainees to act against the
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The author is reality therapy certified and is a juvenile probation officer for the
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become life-foods, while hunger becomes a frustration signal. Malnutrition
is the experience of individuals who are not in effective control of their
lives. Finally, this analogy maintains the premise that all persons can make
choices that will allow them to gain greater dominance over their lives; they
are not without control. At a time when men and women are paying closer
attention
to their physical health, this comparison
seems extremely
appropriate.

There are a number of interesting similarities between control theory as
presented by William Glasser and the practice of eating a balanced diet. The
correlations have particular relevance at this time as our society has become
increasingly aware of the relationship between physical health and mental
well-being.
In consuming a balanced mental diet the individual must make lifefood choices from each of the five basic need groups. These basic need
groups are Belonging & Love, Power & Achieving, Freedom, Fun &
Learning, and finally Survival. Survival is the physical basic need; the
others are psychological.
Each of us is constantly conducting a self-assessment to determine whether or not our needs are being adequately fed. If we
find any need to be unfulfilled we experience hunger. Hunger is a dietary
craving which we perceive through sensory input from the real world.
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There are many different life-foods to choose from when we attempt to
satisfy our needs. All individuals make life-food choices in accordance with
their personal tastes. If we consume appropriately nutritional life-foods, we
feel full for while. Obviously, no single consumption of any life-food will
permanently
satisfy our hunger.
Sometmes we make poor life-food
selections and attempt to satisfy our cravings with junk life-foods. When we
consume junk life-foods we may actually feel full for awhile, but eventually
we'll experience some form of malnutrition.
Malnutrition is painful in its experience. It may be felt as depression or
perhaps anger. Malnutrition
is poor nourishment and is always unhealthy if
allowed to go unchecked. At times malnutrition may be severe enough that
the individual will seek the advice and assistance of a dietician.
A dietician can help individuals to make an assessment of their dietary
intake. The life-foods consumed will be evaluated for their nutritional
value. The dietician will assist their clients to select nutritious alternative
life-foods to replace less healthful choices. The ideal result is that the client
will enjoy improved emotional nutrition by consuming a balanced mental
diet.
In summary, our doctors, health teachers, and parents all attempt to
encourage us to eat healthy foods chosen from the food groups of meats,
fruits, dairy, cereals, and vegetables. We are told that eating nourishing
foods will promote good physical health. It is logical, therefore, that eating
foods with little or no nutritional value is not conducive to good health. If
we use this framework and substitute basic needs for basic food groups,
other complementary
substitutions
easily follow. Food selections can
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